
Recording My Life
THE BILL ULSH AUTOBIOGRAPHY

BASIC INFO

Full Name: William Franklin Ulsh
Birth Date:  April 23, 1978 (Age 43 at the time of writing)

Birth Place: Fostoria, Ohio 44830

1982
Wood Lane school Age: 4

My Earliest Memory - TRON
Life began staring a poster of Tron

Tranzor Z
1982
Before there was Transformers, 
there was Tranzor Z who kinda 
looks like Optimus Prime a little bit.
I remember having the toys. 
and another 1st memory: 
reading the words 
"Made in Japan" on the side.

Count Chocula
1982

The Official Breakfast 
of ADHD 

children of the 80's... 
like ME!!!



Cookie Monster
1982
Where My love of chocolate chip 
cookies began
and also the temporary 
belief that cookies
somehow grew on trees.

Giant Tinker Toys

1982
These things were just badass. 

You could make a house or 
even a car out of these things.

Pink Panther / Pink Panther & Sons
1982

For some reason I liked the Original Pink Panther cartoons as well as Ant & Aardvark.
I was a weird kid. I also watched Pink Panther & Sons too.

I cried during one episode where Pink Panther went to jail for some reason.



Pinwheel
1982

Sadly, I only remember 
the theme song now, 

but I vaguely remember it 
being similar to Sesame Street

Slim Goodbody
1982
This show used to 
creep me out 
as a kid, 
but I kept 
watching anyway.

Spider-Man
1982

One thing I never understood - How come Peter Parker is 5'2" but Spider-Man is 6'2"?
also I remember a toy with Spidey on a motorcycle. 

I believe I broke it by taking Spidey OFF of said bike.
He's SPIDER-MAN for god's sake

He doesn't NEED a freaking motorcycle!!!
that toy never made any sense.



The Dummy
1982

Before there was Chucky,
there was The Dummy. 

This guy used to give me nightmares as a kid.

Today's Special
1982

I remember this show. It had some chick named Jodi,  
a puppet named Sam Crenshaw 

and that guy that turned into a mannequin every time 
He lost His hat for some reason. 

(probably that hair)



E.T. Cereal
1982
I remember You could 
eat this shit dry.
They NEED to 
bring it back

Pac-Man Cereal
1982

Good Marshmallow-y shit right here.
Far superior to Lucky Charms.

Donkey
Kong Cereal
1982
I remember
seeing a 
movie that featured this cereal
and some cute punk rocker chick
with short hair that supposedly 
had ADHD like Me.

1983
Coffee out the Nose

February 1983
I remember one time at Wood Lane, 

(which was preschool for disabled kids)
I was drinking coffee and it came out my nose. 

That shit burned like crazy. Hurt like hell.

Riding on the Back of a Truck
February 1983

I don't know how it happened or why, 
but I remember riding on the back of a truck 

home from school one day, sleeping on hay bails 
with the wind blowing in My hair.

It was coolest thing ever.



Return of the Jedi
1983
Much like with Tron, I'd later seen 
The poster for "Return of the Jedi" 
which featured what looked like a 
ginormous turd looking monster
 named Jabba the Hutt. 
(I remember him being 
brown in the original) 

And thus began My childhood theory 
that Jabba the Hutt was made of poo.

Dukes of Hazzard
1983

What was cooler than cool looking
cars chasing each other?

 Okay Daisy Duke 
(whom I admit I wasn't attracted to

until I was much older) 
Plus I had some of the toys, 

Like the General, Daisy's jeep and
that Bridge thing which 

was a pain-in-the-ass to put together,
but it was worth it just to have toy

cars racing through it.

Shrinky Dinks 
and Color forms
1983
I remember having 
the Pink Panther, 
Garfield, and Spider-Man ones
The Color Forms had these 
little cardboard layouts
(almost like You would find 
in a board game) That You 
could stick the character s on.



You Can't Do That on Television
1983

I remember Barth
 (I think His name was) 
saying "I Heard That"

Inspector Gadget
1983

Bumbling Human Transformer
and a seemingly invisible villain 
with a really cool voice.
I also remember having the toy, 
but it broke at some point.
plus I later had a crush on Penny 
when I was about 10 or 11

Mork and Mindy
1983

Weird fucking show, but one of my 
1st introductions to Robin Williams
the other being Popeye - The Movie



1st Standup comedy 
-on HBO, no less.

March 1983
Bill Cosby - Himself

Favorite Bit - BRAIN DAMAGED CHILDREN!!!
always gets a laugh out of Me. 

(Despite what We know about Him, nowadays)

1st Time seeing blood 
in a Cartoon - David the Gnome

March 1983
There was an episode where He fell on His face

 and His nose bled a bit 
and I said "Holy shit, look Mom, -BLOOD!" 

The shit they got away with showing 
Us as children back then.



1st time seeing this weird thing
1983

Wood lane School 
Age: 5

Duck Billed Platypus 
- Half Duck,
 Half Beaver

and all “Island of Dr. Moreau”.
I remember pointing 
this out to My Mom 
and I think one of 

My teachers at the time.
Real-Life Wuzzles right here,

folks. 

Rubix Cube
1983

I could never figure these 
out for the life of me,
but I did take one apart 

and got to see it's skeleton.

1984



Broke His right hip
April 1984
I went to get a glass of Root Beer
(anybody remember 
"Aunt Wick's Root Beer" 
from the 80's) 
my grandma tried to force 
me to go back to bed. 
My body went one way, 
my leg... another.

1st awesome bike I ever had 
- Transformers Power Cycle

1984
Even THIS was better than Go-Bots. 

Actually, looking back, it "was" kinda badass
I remember showing a friend of mine at the time 

this little bit-o-80's awesomeness
one day after school. Part of Me STILL 

wishes to this day that it Transformed into a 
FULL robot instead of what we got.

Monster Lock
1984

So the neighbors at My grandma's 
old house had a shed and I got curious 
one day and checked it out. I misread 
the lock and thought it said “Monster” 

(instead of “Master” as in Master Lock) 
They must've  kept their dog in there cuz then I hear 

growling and barking and ran as fast as I could.



1st Time at Cedar Point
1984

I played the Star Wars arcade
Got to ride Demon Drop and Iron Dragon

Sang Pat Benetar in the inflatable jumping pit 
and a friend of mine at the time introduced Me to

Megatron and His "Gun-Dick"
(which would later be referenced in 

the 1st "Mutant Melvin")

Transformers 
(a.k.a. Generation One)

1984
Wood Lane School 

Age: 6
what are 2 things kids enjoy? 

Cars and giant robots and this was... 
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS! 



Gremlins
1984

Those cute and cuddly little mogwai 
that later transform into those scary little

monsters... the Gremlins. 
My fave scenes are when the mom put the one

gremlin in the microwave and he blows up 
and the old lady in the chair who goes

flying up the stairs and right out the upstairs
window 

(I know it's mean, but I laugh every time I see that) 
upon later viewings in adult life, 
I realize that Phoebe Cates is hot 

Ghost Busters
1984

Bill Murry and Dan Aykroyd fight scary ghosts, 
I liked The theme song, plus I kinda had a crush on 

Sigourney Weaver and Gozer the Gozarian.
It was funny and scary at the same time. 
My favorite villians are Stuy Puft, Slimer 

and that stop-motion dog-thing 
that chases Rick Moranis around.



Go-Bots 
(a.k.a. Transformer Wanna-Be's)

1984
Yeah I watched this too, (don't judge me)

but they were not nearly as awesome as the Transformers

Go-Bots "Tank - Guy"
1984

We got 3 of this guy for 
Christmas once 
NOT what I meant 
by Transformers.



Out of Control
1984

I vaguely remember this show
It had Dave Coulier, some chick named “Diz”, 

and some other guy that said
"Hey... it's the middle of the day"
I also remember another similar
show called “Turkey Television”

Grand Theft Bedrock
1984

This one time at recess I snuck off and 
found this "Little Tikes" pedal car sitting 

in a yard somewhere.
Yeah. I almost stole it

 and I would've gotten away with it too
if hadn't been for the Teachers looking for me
and finding some kid in a pedal car screaming 

'YABBA DABBA DO" down the street. 
Yeah, ....That was me ...at six years old.



Gremlins Cereal
1984
Stuff I ate as a kid
what can I say?
-The 80's were awesome
I also had the
 plushy that squeaked
it was so cute.

Ghost Busters cereal
1984

More Stuff I ate as a kid
vastly superior to Lucky Charms

it was like Frankenberry and Boo Berry 
had a child cereal and this was that

child grown up.

1985

Back to the Future
1985

Riley Elementary School 
3rd Grade

Age: 7
My 1st introduction to time travel 

and flying Deloreans.
We got to see Biff get His ass kicked plus it 

had a remote controlled skateboard
and Marty getting knocked on His ass 

by turning a guitar up way too loud.



Small Wonder
1985

Ever since I'd seen a Nostalgia Critic 
review of this show,

I vaguely remember it now 
and having a crush on Vicky, 

I think Her name was
(I was only like, 6 or 7 
at the time, ya sickos. )

and another similar show called 
"Out of this World"

with some cute blonde chick 
named Erin (or some shit like that)

Amazing Stories - the movie
1985
I remember one particular episode with 
some creature that came out of a closet 
vaguely resembling 
"Slimer" from "Ghostbusters" 
scared the crap out of Me.

Voltron
1985

5 Robot Lions that form 
One BIG robot. 

I often wondered if THIS
 isn't where Transformers

got the idea for Devastator

Thundercats
1985

I didn't really like this show at 1st 
(at least not as much as Silverhawks) 

until I was old enough to actually
 understand it and Yes... -I too thought Cheetara was a babe

I also had the toys with which I'd later have 
a Ninja Turtles / Thundercats crossover



A Christmas Story
December, 1985 (probably)
This one's always a classic.
The Red Ryder BB Gun, 
The Leg lamp, 
plus I always thought that 
blimp-thing His brother
 had was kinda cool.
I would later pay homage to it
in “A Very Mutant Melvin X-Mas”

1986
G1 movie
1986
Riley Elementary School 
3rd Grade
Age: 8
I remember seeing this on VHS at
a friends house at the time for His birthday. 
The death of Optimus Prime really got to Me 
but then I remembered how similar 
Ultra Magnus was and 
I was okay with that for a bit 
until the *real* tragedy struck... 
and His name was...
RODIMUS... FUCKING... PRIME!!! 

I stopped watching the original 
Transformers after that. 

The Original Monkess
1986
Another show I watched as 
a little kid was reruns 
of the Monkees
It's kind of where it began
in terms of Me wanting to be
a musician someday.

Bon Jovi
1986

My cousin Tracy  got me into Bon Jovi as a kid.
 One of my 1st musical influences as a child. 
"Livin' on a Prayer" was my jam for awhile.



Star Trek: The Next Generation
1986

My late mom was a HUGE 
Trekkie back in the day.

 Although they *did* have a lot 
of cool gadgets and gizmos on that show.

1987
Silverhawks

1987
Field Elementary School 

3rd Grade
Age: 9

The only cartoon to feature 
a robotic space cowboy

who played 80's hair metal!!! 
...and shot lazers out of his guitar. 
and it freaking TRANSFORMED

into a robotic bird!!!
Bluegrass was everything 

Jon Bon Jovi wishes He was.

The New Monkees
1987

Here's one You might not remember.
I remember this as The Monkees
re-imagined as a cross between 
an 80's New Wave band 
and an 80's Hair Band.
(Basically, They were Bon Jovi meets Flock of Seagulls)
It only lasted about 4 or 5 episodes.



Space Balls
1987

One of the funniest movies
I'd ever seen as a kid (on VHS)

Flying Winnebago. 
Lonestar. 

Barf the Mog. 
Pizza the Hut.

That silver robot-guy 
that hangs out with Pizza the Hut

Dark Helmet 
and Yogurt the Great Know-It-All

oh and the diner scene near the end.
Funny classic shit

1988

Moved to The house I grew up in
1988

Field Elementary School 
3rd Grade
Age: 10

136 Taft Blvd.
And I can disclose this information
because that place no longer exists.

Also around this time was my 
1st musical influences Bon Jovi, 

Debbie Gibson (which I had a huge crush on as well)
... and later Metallica



1st time seeing CGI 
- Captain Power: Soaron Sky Sentry 

and Gordon ground Guardian
1988

I remember seeing this and being like
"Man they should make 

whole cartoons like that... 
especially Transformers, dude" 

...and in 1996 that wish came true 
in the form of Beast Wars 

and later with Micheal Bay.

1st time I'd ever seen a 
Muppet takin a piss - Labyrinth

1988
This movie also had some other

cool shit in it. Like “The Fire Guys”,
“The Helping Hands” and 
that M.C. Escher  - esque  
staircase thing at the end 

(Spoilers for a 30 + year old movie)
It also had Jennifer Conelly in it whom
My cousin would make a website for

about a decade later.



1st fight I'd ever won
1988

I remember kicking this one annoying kids' ass 
and yelling "FUCK YOU, BROTHER!!!" -Hulk Hogan style

Got in trouble for it, too 
(if I remember correctly.)

Yeah, I cried 
...over the amount of trouble I'd get in 

NOT over the idiot Who's ass I'd just kicked.
Whadda ya think I'm some kind of wuss? 

- I GREW BALLS THAT DAY!!!

Brave Little Toaster
1988

I basically remember this as being Disney's  
answer to the Transformers

and also a really weird movie which apparently 
had a sequel years later where

He goes to Mars, or some shit like that?
Oh well it also had an awesome 

song during the Trash compactor scene.
Correction: Not Really a Disney movie

even though it was on the Disney Channel back in the 80's



Freddy Kruger
1988
Scared the Hell out of Me at 1st, 
but later I would go on to like Him
as the sequels got a little more 
slapstick with each one.

WWF and Saturday Nights' Main Event
1988

I remember anybody 
BUT Hulk Hogan being my favorite,
Hot Rod Roddy Piper, Blue Blazer, 
Undertaker, Ravishing Rick Rude,

Randy “Macho Man”Savage,
 Jake the Snake Roberts. 

Demolition: Ax and Smash.
Although I DID like to 
laugh at the Hulkster.

Not to mention the theme song.

WWF Rubber Wrestlers
1988

The “King Kong Bundy” one 
was freakin' LETHAL in the wrong hangs.

Hold one of these in anger 
and kids would flee 
as they knew what 
that was all about 
and they wanted 

none of *that* business.



WWF Piledriver
1988

Oh Dear God... the cheesiness
I STILL laugh at some of these songs

I remember in later years making jokes about 
"What if 'Demolition' were an actual 

band similar to Metallica or Pantera?" 

1989
1st time seeing a dude pull 

another dudes' heart out of His chest.
February 1989

Field Elementary School 
3rd Grade
Age: 10

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.
this scene is what turned me OFF to Indy Jones 

for awhile until I saw Raiders about a decade later



1st time seeing "That"
February 1989

THIS is the reason 
I'm so awkward around women 

when I have a boner! 
DAMN YOU, DR. RUTH!!!! 

(verbal molestation... 80's style)
I hit puberty at an early age
and it was awkward as fuck.

1st Time seeing "Cartoon pussy"
February 1989

My half sister being in the living
 room at the time made the experience 
THAT MUCH MORE AWKWARD 

AND UNCOMFORATBLE. 
and also their version of pussy looks like 

a nut sack with a hole in it. 
It wasn't until I was 18 and saw my 1st porn mag 

(that My cousin “borrowed” from a friend) 
that I'd finally get to see what REAL pussy actually looks like. 

Black Roses
March 1989

Yet another musical movie influence 
(besides "Bill & Ted") 

that I'm ashamed to admit to. 
It also help me hit puberty due 

to a scene involving some chick 
rubbing a candle between Her tits 

that seemed to go on forever. 

They Live
March 1989

See, this is why Roddy Piper will 
ALWAYS be cooler than Hulk Hogan to me.

While the Hulkster starred in a cheesy 
movie about wrestling (ooh BIG stretch),

Hot Rod Himself starred in an ACTUAL movie.
One where He was "here to kick ass and chew bubblegum, 

...and He was all out of bubblegum".



1st Metallica Album I'd ever heard 
- ...And Justice For All (side Two)

April 1989 
Field Elementary School 

3rd Grade
Age: 11

My cousin Shawn brought over the album "...And Justice For All"
 (which He happened to have on side 2 or side B at the time) 

and the 1st song I heard was "The Shortest Straw" 
and the epic words spilled out of my mouth 

"DUDE... METALLICA KILLED BON JOVI!!!!" 
(truer words never spoken)

Chucky
April 1989

I remember this scaring the crap out of me at 1st
and also becoming the reason I beat up a "My Buddy" doll.

WWF 80's Style. It wasn't until the sequels
that I became less scared of him and grew a little taller.



Hot Pursuit: 
Cheesy All Police Band

May 1989
an inspiration for the song 

"Steppin' in the Way" from "Bash Contract"
and "Officer Dan Bucko" from "Mutant Melvin"

No Hold Barred
May 1989

I remember this bit of 1980's cheesiness. 
It had a 6 sided ring plus Hulkster saying

"How about You and Me in a tree"
Unintentionally funny as hell.

Bash Contract - 1st ideas
1989

Everything that happened between 1989 and 1992 would later
serve as the inspiration behind the album "Bash Contract"

(as well as “Mutant Melvin”)



1st Nintendo Game: 
Super Mario Bros

May 1989
Do I really need a picture of 8-bit classic Mario? No!!!
Now before this, all My family really had was the Atari 2600
with games like No Escape (Cool Music)
Yar's Revenge and The Original Donkey Kong
which after playing this I realized features
the very same protagonist - MARIO 

1st Real Band I'd ever jammed with - Viper
June 1989

No one ever seems to believe me when I tell them this story. 
Well... it's true. 

When I was 11 my family would go fishing at the reservoir near the park 
and I wasn't all that interested in fishing. 

My only other option 
(besides running around the reservoir collecting mushrooms 

and pretending I was Super Mario at the time) 
was to sneak off to the nearby public park and.. 

as luck would have it, there was a local band there named "Viper" 
who would sometimes hold practices there for some reason. 

They'd occasionally let me hang out with them 
and screw around on their drummers' drum set. 



Using a Ken doll 
for Vince McMahon

June 1989
There was no rubber Vince McMahon doll,

so We had to "improvise". 
He had a burgundy suit, 

plus He was about the same size as 
one of the rubber wrestlers we had.

I'd also use My sisters red 
nail polish for the blood 

and the top of a wooden toy box for the ring
(albeit modified with sticks from the 

back yard for the ring posts 
and shoe strings for the ropes)

Getting tubes put in My ears
July 1989

For some reason (ear infection, I think) I had to have these 
put in My ears and drink ginger ale the rest of that summer.

I remember when I was knocked out having some crazy dream
Where Freddy Kruger and Chucky the Killer Doll were

some tag team in the WWF and for some reason
they took on Demolition and the Road Warriors: Legion of Doom.

Super Mario Bros. Super Show
October 1989

Lowell Elementary School 
4th Grade
Age: 11

Sometime between '89 and '90 I watched 2 shows. 
One, being the original Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. 

The other - *This* weirdness (which apparently had Winnie Cooper on once)
 also My love of the 1st Mario game naturally led to it's sequel 
in which the only thing resembling the 1st are the secret stages.



Nintedo Cereal System
October 1989

I tried this once, just for the hell of it, 
plus I was a Nintendo fan at the time. 

Tasted like absolute crap but,
then again, 

what would You expect from a cereal made
simply for cash by Ralston Purina

– Ya know, The dog food company?

Micheal Jackson - Moonwalker
December 1989

Despite what We may think of Him nowadays,
Between "Smooth Criminal" 

and the "Micheal Jackson Transformer", 
the guy came up with some cool shit back in the day.

I also remember an ad for the Sega Genesis
which featured the Moonwalker game

and of course the classic slogan...

Say it with Me now...
(if You're old enough to know it)

SEGA GENESIS DOES...
WHAT NINTEN-DON'T!

1990
The Ninja Turtles

March 1990
Lowell Elementary School 

4th Grade
Age: 11

I remember playing with other 
kids in My backyard, 

(and getting in trouble for...) 
tying 2 sticks together 

with a shoestring and riding My 
skateboard down the street screaming

"COWABUNGA!!!" 
at the top of my lungs like Michelangelo.

They were also a major influence on
"Mutant Melvin"



Back to the Future part II
April 1990

My fave scenes include 
(of course) the hoverboards, 

"The shark still looks fake"

and I had a crush on the blonde girl
 in "Future Biff's" gang →

(the one says something about "scrotes")

Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure
April 1990

A major influence on "Mutant Melvin" 
particularly their "dude-talk"

plus they had guitars and a band called "Wyld Stallynz" 
making them also kind of a musical influence as well.



Mac & Me
April 1990
All I remember of this is 
weird aliens that whistled 
and could stretch their bodies, 
Oh... and McDonald's
LOTS of Mc Donald's

Oddly enough, it would later 
serve as inspiration for this one
really weird (unreleased) song 
I wrote once called 
“Your Generation is Extinct!!!” 
Which I remember making heavy use
of flange and reverb.

Blaster Master
April 1990

A frog mutates in this one. 
Not unlike the Ninja Turtles.

So, yeah! -kind of an influence 
on "Mutant Melvin"

Contra
April 1990

I remember crazy enemies such as
 the robotic teddy bears with bat wings 

in one stage (an influence on
 the artwork for "Exorsist")
and something resembling 

Optimus Prime. 
it also had cool 3-d stages.



The Earth Day Special
April 22, 1990

I remember one part involved E.T. making a bunch of papers fly 
around with His glowing finger thing that He does, 
A Ghost Buster talking to Down Town Julie Brown

 and Doc Brown talking to Doogie Howser. 
It was truly a bizarre spectacle and for the longest time, 

I thought I imagined it but, NOPE - it was REAL.

Super Mario 3
April 1990
Lowell Elementary School 
4th Grade
Age: 12
after 30 + years
this is arguably the 
Best Mario Game Ever!!!
I remember getting this and 
being told that We would have it 
until the end of time because My
family from that point on owned
a copy and later the now famous 
red Nintendo Power issue with
all the tips, tricks, characters
and levels You had to go through.

The Wizard 
April 1990

an autistic kid I can relate to. 
Nintendo games and Jenny Lewis
(I was 12 at the time, so it's okay.)
Particular favorite scenes include

autistic kid beating Double Dragon.
Video Armageddon with SMB3 

and Jenny Lewis in Vegas screaming 
"He touched My breasts"



The Simpsons
April 1990

This was when cartoons decided to get a little more realistic.
Plus if you look closely, You can tell it was an influence 

on some of the animation style for "Mutant Melvin"

1st Arcade Experience - FINAL FIGHT!!!
June 1990

I remember flippin' my shit when I 1st saw this. 
My cousin thought I was gonna get kicked out 

of the 711 that day for cussing so much at such a young age. 
couldn't help it, THIS....GAME...WAS.. BAD-ASS!!!

(the SNES version? Not so much)



The Ninja Turtles Arcade Game
July 1990

My love of the Ninja Turtles eventually 
led to the arcade game which looked 

EXACTLY like the cartoon show. 
It EVEN HAD THE THEME SONG

 (something the Nintendo version DIDN'T have)

Micheal Mutant 
(misread as: "Mutant Melvin")
June 1990
Meet the misread inspiration 
behind the name "Mutant Melvin". 
How it happened? 12 year old me at the time 
was quickly glancing at 
My cousins' "Garbage Pail Kids" cards 
once and stumbled upon - *THIS!!!* 
...and the idea for a graphic novel was born.

the Origin of 
"Simply Eye-Irritant"

June 1990
It's actually based on a scary dream I had once

after a fishing trip with My family
to Reservoir 4 about Mutants not unlike the ones in

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Only, ya know, HYPER-REALISTIC

This became the inspiration for both “Mutant Melvin”
and the song “Simply Eye-Irritant”



Simpsons Arcade Game
July 1990

This was basically a rip off of the aforementioned
Ninja Turtles arcade game, although I *did* get a kick out of it when 

Bart when would smack enemies with His skateboard.
Something I don't remember him EVER doing on the show.

1st Theatrical Experience
- Gremlins 2: the New Batch

July 1990
I understand nowadays why some people

might not like this one, but IMHO
it had some pretty big shoes to fill

when it comes to the original.
It was still a fun movie that was self aware

and didn't take itself too seriously.
I even liked the 4th wall breaking

intermission scene that featured Hulk Hogan.



1st Kiss (kind of)
-with an older babe no less

July 1990
When We'd 1st moved into My Mom's house
during the summer of '88,  We'd met some of 

our neighbor's from down the street
and I instantly had a crush the older sister.

Fast forward a couple years later.
I was 12 and She was 15.

We behind another neighbor's garage next door 
and I did the one trick where You get a girl

to kiss You on the cheek but then turn Your head
around quick enough so that They're kissing You

on the lips instead. 
It didn't really go any further than that

A Bike Accident pt.1
July 1990

I remember riding My bike one day when out of nowhere 
I felt this bump push Me forward a bit and I was dazed for a second. 

Next thing I know, there's this car behind Me 
and the driver says "Open Your fucking eyes, kid."

The Ninja Turtles Movie
October 1990

Lowell Elementary School 
5th Grade
Age: 12

I eventually got to see this on VHS. 
I felt it was vastly superior to the cartoon show.



Total Recall
October 1990
Ah-nold. Young Sharon Stone. 
Quato, the 3 Boob Chick
and other cool stuff that
makes this a near perfect movie
My favorite scenes are
"Get Your Ass to mars.", The Johnny Cab
"Arnold mutating on Mars"
and "2 weeks... 2 weeks... 
get ready for a surprise... BOOM!!!"

Robo Cop 2
October 1990

The robot villain with the TV for a face... nuff said. 
I remember that later on, 

My cousin described to Me the music video for Metallica's "One"
and The scene with the brain in the jar was all could think of.



Pennywize the Clown
October 1990

another influence for the artwork on the Exorsist single cover.
This killer clown was the source of many

weird dreams and nightmares that would later
inspire many crazy songs mainly of the Thrash Metal variety.

1991

TMNT II: Secret of the Ooze
May 1991

Lowell Elementary School 
5th Grade
Age: 13

Being a fan of the 1st film naturally lead Me to it's sequel that may have had
Toka and Razor in place of BeeBop and Rocksteady as well as

"Go ninja Go Ninja Go", but I didn't care. It was still pretty damn cool.



Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey
July 1991

This is a strange one as it took on subjects
of the supernatural rather than just time-

travel.
I really never liked it as much as the 1st one,

but it was still
better than the disappointing

Cartoon, T.V. show, and NES Game
that subsequently followed.

WWF - Plastic Wrestlers
July 1991

I remember going hardcore with these guys
and using red nail polish as blood

we had to get nail polish remover as
My room at the time was 
covered in red nail polish.



Gameboy
July 1991

A friend of My cousin's would always bring 
His Gameboy over so I had to check it out.

 One game I remember in particular was “The Punisher” 
Which was basically - hold the buttons 

down and shoot at shit randomly. 
EVERY FUCKING LEVEL WAS LIKE THAT. 

Got boring pretty quickly

A Bike Accident pt.2
August 1991

Emerson Junior High School 
7th Grade
Age: 13

I remember riding My bike this other time and 
this one part of the sidewalk had a pretty low dip in it so I try to make a jump. 
The jump fails and next thing I know, the bike seat gets Me right in the nuts. 

I was walking funny for about a day and a half later but, I was alright after that.

Metallica - Enter Sandman
August 1991

The song itself (most notably, the rhythm guitar part) 
would later become the 1st thing I'd learn on keyboards and

The video itself would become a huge influence 
on How I make videos in later years.



Nine Inch Nails - Head like a Hole
August 1991

This video would be huge a influence to Me
 later on with it's Heavy synth bass line,

2 drummers
and that head-thing that spun around

"Bow down before the one you serve, 
You're going to get what you deserve"

Tubes taken out of ears
December 1991

They either fell out or I had to see a doctor for this, 
but My ears bled for while because of it 

and I had to take time off school.
I find it a little ironic that I would later

go on to play music on after that.

ZZ Top - Burger Man
December 1991

here's another weird one that
kind of reminded me of the Toxic Avenger

Who yes - I realize is ALSO a Mutant named Melvin 
but that's where the similarities end.



Stephen King's Misery
December 1991

I remember repeating certain lines 
from this movie such as 

"They call it HOBBLING, PAUL", 
"You dirty birdy", 

and My personal favorite -
"He couldn't get out of the 

COCK-A-DOODY CAR!!!"

Terminator 2: Judgment Day
December 1991

The T-1000 and His Knife-Hands,
& Sarah's dream where 
She's on the playground

and the whole city catches fire 
were huge influences

on My music growing up
as well as “Wizard of Death”



Game Genie
December 25, 1991

Oh My god. 
The kinds of crazy codes
You can put in to fuck up 

the original Super Mario Bros.
made for an "interesting" experience

my favorite was "GEZOVG" 
Try it.

I call it "Super Mario Abomination"
and  It lives up to it's name.

1st BIG exposure to Metallica
-The Black Album: Side One

December 25, 1991
I actually hadn't heard this all the way through

until sometime in '93, but I would listen to some of it
at various points in time *between* '91 and '93

Guns N' Roses – Use Your Illusion I & II
December 25, 1991

Similar to My experience with 
“The Black Album

I actually hadn't heard  
Use Your Illusion I 
all the way through

until sometime in '94, 
and  Use Your Illusion II 

until sometime in '97.



1992

Lawnmower Man
February 1992

an autistic man get evil powers
through virtual reality.

This movie gave all kinds of 
violent fantasies about zapping lighting 
out of My fingers at people I didn't like

a HUGE influence on “Wizard of Death” later on.

Wayne's World
February 1992
Another (albeit minor) influence on "Mutant Melvin"
and my music in general. Who DIDN'T emulate some
of the classic scenes like "Grey poupon"
and the famous"Bohemian Rhapsody"
scenes when riding with friends?
and yes I'd seen the original video 
by Queen a couple years later.

Oregon Trail
February 1992

The only the reason 7th grade 
computer class WASN'T boring.



Going Sledding
February 1992

One trick I'd learned afterwards was to 
wash Your hands in cold water

rather than warm as the temperature 
of the cold water is actually

WARMER than Your 
hands in winter time.

1st Keyboard – Yamaha PSR 40
(1992 - 2002)

April 1992
Emerson Junior High School 

7th Grade
Age: 14

I wanted a guitar but My grandma gave Me this 
so, I made due with what I had 

and used adversity to My advantage.

First & LAST ever Piano lesson: 
GNR - November Rain

April 1992
I TRIED learning the actual 

sheet music to this
I gave up after a few hours 

and that's the reason 
I don't read sheet music. 
Just tablature or MIDI 



Guns N' Roses - November Rain
April 1992

Awesome song & music video, but terrible piano lesson

Hal Leonard Fake books
April 1992
I tried learning from these 
but it just didn't take. 
I wanted to learn some Metallica
and other similar bands at the time.

Guitar tablature 
translated to Keyboards

April 1992
I wanted a guitar. 
I got a keyboard,

I wanted to learn Metallica, 
Not Guns N' Roses

and where there was a will, THERE WAS A WAY.
and it would forever be how I know music today

although, ironically, I DID eventually 
learn actual guitar later on.



Headbangers Ball
April 1992
I used to stay up late past midnight
on Saturday nights to watch this
I felt Pretty badass because of it.

Hit Parader 
and Metal Edge

April 1992
I remember reading about the 

history and discography of 
Metallica at the time.

I would later go on to try and
learn a wrongly transcribed version
of "Peace Sells, but Who's Buying"

by Megadeth on guitar
and that would be the reason I'd stop

buying them.

Keyboard tablature
April 1992

I had to come up with a way OTHER keyboardists
would understand music more simplistically.

Replacing Strings with octaves and and frets with notes

the origin of "Glock"
July 1992

Another unfortunate accident involving 
My bike and some poor kids' nuts

and the only word coming out of His mouth was
"Glock".

I never rode again after that as I felt so sorry. 
Don't worry I *did* apologize.

We both knew what was coming
and there was nothing we could do to stop it.



Mann and Machine
July 1992

Yancy Butler as a kick-ass robot. Nuff said
It was basically “proto – Sarah Conner Chronicles”

I remember My cousin telling Me about one episode 
in particular where She's in a swimming pool and

it gets electrocuted and apparently, 
You could see

“more than the producers intended”
Must've been pretty cold in that pool.

Megadeth - Symphony Of Destruction
July 1992
A huge influence on songs
like "No Justice Allowed!" 
and "Exorsist" from the 
album "Bash Contract"
and I DID try to 
learn it on keyboards (even the solos)

Demonic Toys
August 1992

Emerson Junior High School 
8th Grade
Age: 14

The number one influence 
of the artwork for "Exorsist"

Metallica - Ride the Lightning
August 1992

Although I was a bit of a "late-bloomer"
to this album,

"For Whom the Bell Tolls" is STILL to this day 
My favorite song off this album.

Plus I'd later get it on tape for My 16th birthday.



Sega Genesis
August 1992

Now, we didn't personally OWN any 16 bit consoles 
at the time until a couple years later, 

so usually, a friend would have to bring one of these over

Sonic the Hedgehog
August 1992

The goal here seemed to be 
"go really, really fucking
ultra - badass FAST!!!"

super fun for a kid with ADHD, like Me
It wasn't until YEARS later 

that I'd realized 
this was ALSO kind of 
a thinking game as well

Streets of Rage
August 1992

I can honestly say that neither this
nor heavy music is what led Me

to be violent at school.
Annoying ignorant kids accusing Me 
of being both Satanic and racist did.

Can I also mention that
for a cartoon character,

 Blaze Fielding was HAWT?
I also found Aeon Flux

attractive as well.
There's no shame in that.



1st band I was in
October 1992

I remember having a number of 
attempts with an actual band.

The first being "Gideon" in late '92 with 
Me on Keyboard and Vocals 

(influences: Metallica and Nine Inch Nails),
My cousin Jesse on Rhythm Guitar and Vocals 

(Influences: AC/DC and Guns N' Roses)
and a guy named Eric Wilmoth on Lead Guitar. 

(Influences Judas Priest and Iron Maiden)
Later attempts would try to pursue 

a bassist and drummer but to no avail.

Nine Inch Nails - Wish
October 1992

I always wondered how They got that 
weird chirpy synth sound during the interlude.

Oh well. This proved that
keyboardists could rock just as 

hard as guitarists do.



1st batch of songs 
I'd ever written 
(Bash Contract era)
November 1992
Most of these songs were written in 1992
but later recorded in 1994:
01 Violence in our Schools - August 1991 
(w/ Different Lyrics)
02 Wasted Youth - June 1992 (rips off Skid 
Row's "18 in Life" and Metallica's "One")
03 Pain Cave (inspired by Wayne's World) - 
August 1992
04 Judgment Hand - (inspired by John Hinkley
and later became parts of "Exorsist") August 
1992 
05 Hitman - September 1992 (rips off music 
from "Contra")
06 No Justice Allowed! - September 1992 (w/ 
slightly different lyrics)
07 Exorsist - October 1992
08 Child of Rage - October 1992 (w/ slightly 

different lyrics)
09 Get Down - November 1992 (which later became parts of "Steppin' in the Way")
10 Blue X-Mas - November 1992
11 Demolition - November 1992 (w/ different music)
12 Let Live or Die - February 1993 (which later became parts of "Young Love")
13 Fight Fire, Light Fire - February 1993
14 Simply Eye-Irritant - April 1993 (w/ different lyrics)
15 Steppin' in the Way - May 1993 (w/ slightly different lyrics)
16 Holy Albatross - May 1993

1993
Marni

February 1993
The woman the song is based on.

If I had to describe Her nowadays, 
I'd say she was kinda like

 "a poor man's Kat Dennings" 
(in a good way but 

not as well endowed)
She was like no other girl 

I'd ever met at the time 
and a definite influence 

on My music (obviously).



Metallica - Master of Puppets
March 1993

I remember flippin' My Shit when I heard this one
Favorite Tracks - pretty much ALL of 'em

Beavis & Butthead
March 1993

another influence of "Mutant Melvin"
For the longest time I had Melvin as 

kind of a "Ninja Turtles" ripoff
even though I wanted Him to do things that would be

a little bit more controversial at the time.
When I saw THIS I was like, 

“well if they can get away with THAT,
then I can get away with what I 

ORIGINALLY wanted to do with "Mutant Melvin"



Crumar Organizer-B 
mislabeled as Traveler-1

April 1993 to May 2008
Emerson Junior High School 

8th Grade
Age: 15

I had this one for 15 years
When I got it, I was told this was what the PROS used at the time and I can see why. 

It had the heaviest sound ever and the bass was just out of this world. 
Just too bad I couldn't record any actual albums with it as it died 

back in 2008 long before I was even able to,
but its' sound is vaguely replicated on the Yamaha PSR-E413 

through the combination of  Rock Organ & Percussive Organ V.S.T.'s
It taught me root noted bass back in the 2000's 

and I've used that method LIVE before. 
"the Beast" (as I used to call it) is still greatly 

missed to this day. R.I.P. "Old Friend"

Metallica - Kill 'Em All
May 1993

I remember Me and My cousin Jesse 
got this when we were 15

and "Jay" looks at me and says
"Holy shit. These sound like songs 

*We* would come up with"
Fave Track - The Four Horsemen



Jam Session at Jeff Mendoza's
May 1993

My cousin's Jesse on Guitar, and Shawn on Drums
along with Jeffy on bass and myself on keyboard / vocals

I blew everyone away with My awesome cover of
 "For Whom the Bell Tolls" 
(which I still do to this day) 

only to later find out that I got made fun of by Jeff
who would later be immortalized as

 "King Jeffy" in "Mutant Melvin". That's what'cha get.

Metallica - The Black Album 
(side two)
July 1993
I'd finally got around to listening 
to the rest of this in the summer of '93
Fave Tracks - Of Wolf and Man, 
God That Failed 
and My Friend of Misery

Guns N' Roses - Appetite for Destruction
July 1993

Fave Track - Rocket Queen (outro)
Remember that "If it's not metal, it's crap" 

phase I went through once?
a combination of this, plus the movie "Lean On Me" 

and a Micheal Jackson / Slash collaboration
are what ended it, 

and how I got back into other genres 
of music that are “NOT metal”.



The Evil Dead Trilogy & Hero Quest
July 1993

I remember how awesome I thought 
this little low budget horror-fest was

which led Me to RPG's like
Heroquest, but I got bored with those pretty quickly

Megadeth - Psychotron
July 1993

This song influenced "Wizard of Death" 
in so many ways.

Namely with the song 
being about a cyborg. 

Yay, I can finally 
write metal songs 

about robots, 
and not get looked at funny.

And I liked it so much that it would 
later wind up on the covers E.P.

“Nite Trax Vol. II”



Alicia Silverstone, 
and the Aerosmith videos

August 1993
This became the influence for the song "Fatal Attraction" 

I remember when I saw the video for "Cryin'" 
I said "That chick reminds Me of MARNI!!!"

Yeah she was kind of a badass, 
and I felt that deserved a song.

The Tower - classic 90's sci - fi movie
August 1993

A Huge influence on the song "Race Against the Time Machine"
for it's theme on technological takeover

One particular scene comes to mind involving a sauna
You'll just have to watch the movie for free on YouTube 

(or some streaming service)
to know what I'm talking about

Dr. Giggles
August 1993

A Huge influence on the song "Dr.Gorpley"
I remember when they said this was gonna be the next

"Freddy Krueger" or "Jason Vorhees" of the 90's
Yeah, How's that workin' out for ya?



Anthrax - Sound of White Noise
September 1993

Fostoria High School 
9th Grade
Age: 15

Favorite Track - Only
I don't know what it is about this album,

(maybe it's the overall production) but it has
a very industrial feel to it, despite not having

ANY synthesizers in it what-so-ever.
A huge influence on the song "Short Order Ex-Plode"

From "Wizard of Death"

Metallica - All of ...And Justice For All...
September 1993

Favorite Track - Harvester of Sorrow
Remember that story I told about cousin Shawn bringing over His
copy of "...And Justice For All"? well I eventually wound up with

My very own tape dub of it and heard it all the way through.
an interesting album, despite it's now infamous lack of bass.

The inspiration for Wizard of Death
September 1993

I remember a dentist appointment 
I went to and the novacane caused a dream 
about the future (the year 2008, to be exact)

which featured Zima, Dodge Neons and
characters from the music video

as well the fictional band
"T.J. N' Topper Crew" from 

"Mutant Melvin 4: Grovestock"



Q-Bert, Pac-Man, and Lode Runner 
on a school computer
September 1993
This was one of the many reasons 
I'd spent time on the computer at school
back in 9th grade. I knew computers and video games would be "the 
Future" back then
and "Wizard of Death" kinda proved I was right.

Hey Man... Wake Up
September 1993

This one time in  SBH class I'm
trying to do school work 

and staring off into space (as I normally do) to think of an answer
to some question when out of nowhere, this pimp - looking 

mother fucker says “Hey Man, Wake Up” 
and just fucking punches Me right the eye.

I was so mad afterwards that I went out into the hall
and karate kicked a locker.

1st Demo Tape - Wizard of Death
December 1993
1. Wizard of Death - August, 1993
2. Deadley Shadows (which later became
 "The Race Against the Time Machine) - Sept, 1993
3. Four Horsemen (Metallica cover)
4. For Whom the Bell Tolls (Metallica cover)
5. Enter Sandman (Metallica cover)
6. Anesthesia (Pulling Teeth) (Metallica cover)
Later Versions would have a side B
with Dr. Gorpley and Hot Chicken
and a couple of other songs I don't remember



1994

The Wrong Demo
April 7, 1994

Before the "Wizard of Death" demo
got passed around. I sent someone 

the wrong tape. The tape in question
was a parody of My encounter with a 

certain "Disco King" just one year prior.
I remember Him telling Me that I didn't

have to be such a dick about it.

1st Time at Bob Evans
April 1994

Bob Evans influenced Me to go to Vanguard
and then Vanguard influenced Me to work at Bob Evans.

a bit of early foreshadowing, perhaps???

Mortal Kombat
April 1994

I remember when I 1st saw this.
The music, graphics and especially

The Fatalities. It was like something
out of a horror movie. I fell in love

with it instantly.

T2 - The Arcade
Game
April 1994
I remember the soundtrack to this 
being a huge influence on the song 
"Short Order Ex-Plode". It was amazing
to Me what the Sega Genesis was capable
of at the time.



GNR - Lies
April 1994

Fave Track - One in a Million
(despite the lyrics)

This is an interesting one, 
not because of the lyrics, 

but because of the dynamic
of using both acoustic 

and electric guitars
side by side in one song.

The" Wizard of Death" demo
April 15, 1994

People would pass around copies of My old demos
back in the day. They couldn't believe this 

stuff was all done on keyboards.
Track Listing

1 Wizard of Death
2 Deadly Shadows (which would later become 

"Race Against the Time Machine")
3 Four Horsemen (Metallica Cover) 

4 For Whom the Bell Tolls (Metallica Cover)
5 Enter Sandman (Metallica Cover)

6 (Pulling Teeth) Anesthesia (Metallica Cover )

Meanstreak
April 1994

Here's a little known band who's tape also got passed 
around at roughly the same time as "Wizard of Death"

 Their song "Mr. Cricket" was HUGE. 
They were also a major influence on not

just My music, but Mutant Melvin as well.



16th Birthday present 
Metallica - Ride The Lightning

April 23, 1994
Fostoria High School 

9th Grade
Age: 16

Ah, I finally had My own copy of "Ride the Lightning"
and sure Marni might not have shown up like

I had originally wanted Her to but, what happened 
afterwards is actually a little more interesting -

I remember listening to it one day during a thunderstorm
And right as the title track hit I saw a bolt of actual lightning

Hit the ground. I flipped My shit over that.

T.V. in the classroom on Fridays
April 27, 1994
That meme is not joking
I remember there being 
maple glazed donuts
with the walnut sprinkles 
and We saw Mrs. Doubtfire (on VHS)
I even heard kids an hour later 
just 2 rooms over rockin' out to 
Aerosmith's "Dude looks Like a Lady"
I can't remember if 

it was My birthday or not,
but it sure as hell felt like it.

Extreme Nachos
July 1994
I remember the ads for this
featuring some dude with dreadlocks



saying something about having an "Extreme Summer"
(this is where the title for 
"Mutant Melvin II" came from)
These plus the Sega Genesis and "the Offspring"
was MY 1994

The Crush
July 1994

My love for Alicia 
(the Aerosmith chick)

led Me to this rare gem. 
While rather tame

compared to most women 
in movies nowadays,
I felt Alicia did what 
no other teenage girl

was doing at the time.

Guns N' Roses - Use Your Illusion I
July 1994

Fave Track - Don't Damn Me
This had a very "You Could Be Mine" feel to it
plus after Alicia Silverstone, I huge into bands 

like Aerosmith and these guys

Sheryl Crow - All I Wanna Do
July 1994

I remember being in My room when I 
1st heard this on the radio, 

and for some reason it just stood out to Me. 



It had to have been the lyrics.
It's what got Me into “story songs”

Ozzy - No Rest for the Wicked
July 1994

Fave Tracks - All of side one
I remember gettin' this one at a 

garage sale some where. I had a dog
I named Hunter who would listen to this album

with Me in My room which also doubled as 
My "home studio" at the time.

Demo II: "Bash Contract"
September 1994

Fostoria High School 
10th Grade

Age: 16
People would pass this one around as well.

I remember someone asking Me where the bass
was (t. b. h. I don't remember any) and poking

fun at Me for exclaiming "CRANK THIS SHIT IN
YOUR CAR STEREO!!!" but, what could I do? I was

super excited and also ADHD. 
(guess I'll give that card a swipe)

Track Listing
1. Violence in our Schools (with different lyrics)

2. Let Live or Die (which would later 
become parts of "Young Love")

3. Simply Eye-Irratant (Yes - It was spelled that way) 
4. Fite Fire, Lite Fire (Yes - It was spelled that way) 

5. Steppin' in the Way (with different lyrics)
6. (bonus track) Holy Albatross (Pink Floyd ripoff)

Out of the demo tapes that would later 
become albums, I feel that “Bash Contract” 

underwent the most drastic change
both musically as well as lyrically.



Cable Box w/ VCR timer
September 1994

I didn't have a VCR in My room at the time,
but I would use it to time whenever shows would be on

and it would switch to that channel automatically.
1st time I'd actually seen TRON

On TV as well, of course, but anytime
before that was mostly glimpses

of it on other TV shows and
the aforementioned posters from
roughly a decade prior. However,

it wouldn't be until 2002 that
I'd fully understand what the hell
this weird little movie was about.

Dead at 21
September 1994

This was a weird little show
about a guy who hooks His

brain up to a computer in the end.
I remember one episode having
background music that sounded

oddly similar to “Short Order Ex-Plode”
Perhaps it was a bit of subconscious influence?

It was basically “Twin Peaks for teenagers”.



My 1st Sega Genesis that
 My family actually OWNED!

September 1994
Previously I had to wait until

a family friend came over with
one of these, but We had our

own 16 bit console. Holy shit.
My life got a little more awesome

at that time.

Sonic & Knuckles
September 1994
The soundtrack was bumpin' and graphics
were pretty mind blowing for it's time
plus the "lock-on technology" was a 
pretty interesting feature.

Mortal Kombat II
September 1994

I remember coming home from school
everyday throwing My book bag on the 

couch just so I could play this.
I even had magazines that told you
all the fatalities of every character.

My So-Called Life 
and A.J. Langer

October 1994
I remember being kinda pissed when they canceled



this show. My favorite character was Rayanne Graff
My fave episode has to be the Halloween one where 
She's dressed as a vampire in this revealing red outfit.

Wes Craven's New Nightmare
(Theatrical Experience)

October 1994
This was an interesting entry in the
“Nightmare in Elm St.” franchise
as it had Freddy sort of break in to

“The Real World” because Wes Craven originally
wanted Freddy to be a demon of sorts and I feel like 

that is what the remake should've went with.
Some of favorite scenes include the babysitter

not believing the kid until Freddy shows up
and (Super Hottie) Heather Langenkamp

punching Freddy whilst dropping an F-Bomb
I remember nearly getting up out My seat in

the theater, fist pumping and going “YEAH!!!”
before My cousin Jesse's like 

“Calm down, dude. You're gonna get us kicked out.” 
I couldn't help it though. 

I was excited as hell for that shit!

Beavis & Butthead
(Sega Genesis)
October 1994
My love of the MTV show led Me 
to the game. I remember Me and My cousin 
having a hard beating the game until the answer
finally came to Me in a dream.
(I swear I'm not making this up)
Spoilers for a nearly 30 year old game but,
You know the Laundromat stage?
You get a bar of soap from the bathroom 



at the school and have Beavis throw it in there
and THAT'S how You get the final ticket piece.

Maximum Carnage
(Sega Genesis)
October 1994

For the longest time,
 Venom was My fave character

because He was bulky and rather 
comical in nature. It wouldn't be until 

the movie came out in 2002 that I would
appreciate Spider-Man in this game 

and actually watch the cut scenes
 to follow the story.

I remember the game being 
hard as balls in later levels.

Especially CARNAGE, Himself.
I don't remember ever beating it, though

Skitchin'
(Sega Genesis)
October 1994

This was pretty much the 
“Skate or Die of the 90's”

I remember one female character in
particular with curly hair and 

wore shades who kind of 
reminded Me of Marni a little bit 

plus it had a pretty good soundtrack 
with one of songs being called “Smog Dog”

which YES ...is where I got the 
“Wizard of Death” character's name from.



Aerosmith - "Pump" 
and "Get a Grip" Tabs

December 25, 1994
I remember getting the tablature to these albums for Christmas

that year and thinking how much easier it was to read
these as opposed to other tab books.

I still prefer my By-Ear solo to "The Other Side"
that I'd learned roughly 6 months prior.

1995
Aerosmith - Self Titled
January 1995
Fave Track - Movin' Out
Moving into '95 this was one of the albums I got from Christmas 
1994 and one of the songs that always stood out to Me 
ever since was "Movin' Out" mainly because of its'
weird tone during the bridge. 
Didn't think Slash's biggest influence 
was capable of such things
But, He DID do the '90's Spider-Man theme.

Aerosmith - Pump
January 1995

Fave Track - Monkey on My Back
This is another one I'd gotten for

Christmas '94. "Monkey on My Back"
is another interesting song that always

stood out to Me for some reason.



1st thing I ever cooked - Stir Fry
January 1995

They had some sort of class orientation thing
Which they apparently held early in the year
And this is one of the 1st things Chef Boyer

taught us back then. I signed up shortly thereafter.

Microwave Burritos
January 1995

Meet 1995's answer to "Extreme Nachos" (for Me at least)
My Gran would get us these almost every other week.
I still have these for lunch at home from time to time.

Megadeth - Youthanasia
February 1995

Fave Track - Family Tree
I got this as a tape dub from a

Fellow musician I once nicknamed 
"Blockhead" based on His awkward 

attempt at a mullet.
I wouldn't be until years later 

that I'd be shocked to learn what 
the song “Family Tree” was actually about. 

Similar subject matter to “Steppin' in the Way”



Demo 3: "5 Card Stud"
February 1995
I remember trying to make this it's own separate (fictional) band
(similar to Aerosmith except heavier)
Track Listing
Side One: (oh shit… More than one side)
1 5 Card Stud
2 Fatal Attraction (with different lyrics)
3 Snake In the Grass (somebody said it sounded like "Enter 
Sandman")
4 All I Wanna Do (somebody said the intro sounded like "Unforgiven")
Side Two: (Shit's gettin' real, now LOL)
1 The Harvester
2 Creepin' Death (I just felt like spelling it that way)
3 Smooth (which later became "Short Order Ex-Plode")
4 Alcatraz (inspired by some book plus I felt like ripping off 
Aerosmith)

Pantera - Vulgar 
Display of Power

February 1995
(Fave Track - Hollow)

For some strange reason this album
conjures up imagery of Ghosts, Vampires 
and other undead things which I'm fairly

certain was not the bands intention.

Pantera - Far Beyond Driven
April 1995
Fostoria High School 
10th Grade
Age: 17
Least fave track - Slaughtered
I know a lot of people love this album but,
I'm just not a fan of Phil's vocals on this one
I'm still to this day trying to make sense
of how they went from something beautiful like
"Hollow" to "SLAW-ERRRGHED!!!"
The only songs I actually like are
The singles "5 Minutes Alone", "I'm Broken", 
"Planet Caravan" and the non single "Shedding Skin"



1st CD / Tape deck combo I ever owned 
April 1995

this opened new doors for Me when it came to music consumption

Emergency Call TV show 
April 1995

the inspiration for “Sultry Queen”. 
Unfortunately, the above photo is

 the only proof of it's existence

Offspring - Smash 
April 1995

Me and My cousin used to 
do covers of these guys. 

I believe I even gave Marni a copy once. 
Fave tracks: The Single's, Genocide 

and Nitro (Youth Energy)
an influence on the song “Air Vent” 
from the album “Judgment Years”



NyQuil 
April 1995
I used to get 
drunk off this stuff 
and it inspired most 
of “The Judgment Years” 
in case  You were ever curious 
as to where a good majority of
those song ideas came from.

Snack Master
April 1995

Wish I still owned this thing. 
It made sandwiches AWESOME!

You could literally pies out of
PB and J sandwiches.

Night Stand with Dick Dietrick
April 1995

a parody of Jerry Springer that wouldn't ever fly nowadays

The State
April 1995
One episode I remember
involved Muppet Meat
where they would catch them
by pretending not to know math
and another episode involved a
pantomime pretending 
to land a plane.
very funny show



Sheryl Crow - Tuesday Night Music Club
July 1995

Fave Tracks - All I wanna do and most of side one
I acquired this one at K-Mart, I believe.

Aerosmith - Permanent Vacation
July 1995

fave tracks - Magic Touch & the Movie
I acquired it at a music store that Marni used to work at

Ozzy - The Ultimate Sin
July 1995

Fave Tracks - Thank God for the
Bomb and Killer of Giants

For some strange reason, I always
think of giant robots 

whenever listening to "Killer of
Giants" and I find that amusing.



AC/DC - Ballbreaker
October 1995

Vanguard Vocational Center 
11th Grade

Age: 17
Fave Tracks - Honey Roll and Whiskey on the Rocks 

I pretty much based My guitar playing style on these 2 songs

My 1st taste of beer - Bud Light
October 1995
While I may prefer regular Budweiser
and Bud Ice over it nowadays,
I was 17 at the time and 
though took a couple sips, 
I went nuts.

Mad TV 
October 1995

an easy rival for SNL plus I kinda had a crush 
on Nicole Sullivan at the time



Mortal Kombat 3
October 1995
The thing I had a problem 
with was the combos
And ridiculous speed at 
which the CPU characters went.
Okay I'll admit I find Sonya, 
Sindel and even Sheeva
Kind of attractive.
I also kinda shipped 
Jax and Sonya as an
interracial couple.
It was the 90's, afterall.

Sonic the Hedgehog Trapper Keeper
October 1995

Yes I had one and I got made fun of for it but,
I didn't care. I was a gaming geek and I owned that shit.

Terminator 1 
October 1995

I used to find it 
inferior to T2: Judgment Day

 until Brad Fidel's synthesizer soundtrack gave
Me a new found love for it as a keyboardist

Vicoden
October 1995
Me and My cousin had a bad cold once 
and My grandma ordered this through the mail.
I looked like a CD box set.
I remember one night it was raining and I was so
gooned on this stuff that I thought there was a ghost.



Toy Story
December 1995

This being one of the 1st ever fully CGI
movies

Only confirmed My belief that the music
video for

"Wizard of Death" was actually
possible.

Plus Sid Phillips reminds Me of 
Me at a younger age.

The Lunchtime Heater incident
December 1995

There were these guys who would pick on Me
And for some reason call Me "Guido".

So to get back at them, I farted in cafeteria heaters
And EVERYBODY SMELT IT.

I laughed so fuckin' hard.

Pantera - Cowboys From Hell
December 1995

Fave Tracks - Cemetery Gates and The Sleep
A friend of mine actually dubbed this one off for Me.

A big influence on the album "The Judgment Years" for sure.



Ozzy - Ozzmosis
December 1995

Fave Tracks - I Just Want You and See You on the Other Side
This album conjures up supernatural imagery like something

Out of a music video.

Quiet Riot - Metal Health
December 1995

Fave Track - Don't Wanna Let You Go
My friend Ryan (the real life inspiration 

for the Melvin Melvin character Biggy Mack)
gave Me this one for Christmas that year.

IMHO the bass in "Don't Wanna Let You Go"
 is comparable to 90's gangsta rap. 

(So much so that I'm surprised no one's ever sampled it)

1996



Unreleased Demo 1: The Judgment Years
January 1996

Vanguard Vocational Center 
11th Grade

Age: 17

Track Listing:
Side A TRT - 30:06 approx.

1 T.L.F.D. (5:57)
2 Arc Weather Vein (5:10)

3 Air Vent (7:20)
4 Marni (5:39) w/ longer solo

5 Euphoria (6:36) w/ Extra Verse

Side B TRT - 30:19 approx.
1 Sultry Queen (5:15) w/ Bridge before solo
2 Moonshine (4:12) which later became most

Of "Hot Chicken" from "Wizard of Death"
3 Young Love (6:42) w/ different lyrics

4 Teacher Love Crime (7:00) w/ Extended Outro
5 Smooth 4-Life (7:10) w/o intro or outro

1st Official Cigarette
January 1996

Before this I'd experiment with
Coffee grounds rolled in notebook paper.

That shit stunk and tasted like burnt butter.
So one day, I asked My mom if I could have one of Hers and She's like "wait.. YOU

smoke?!? I suppose that was bound to happen." and I'm like "whadda ya mean?"
And She says "Parents who smoke eventually have kids who smoke but, if You plan to

be a singer some day then I suggest You use menthol because it's not as strong as
Regular cigarettes."



Mail-Order Music Haul 1: Aerosmith - Gems
January 1996

I filled out one of those BMG / Columbia House 
mail-order things You'd find in like TV Guide or some other magazine like that

And got a couple of C.D.s

Fave Tracks - Lord of the Thighs and Train Kept a Rollin'

Mail-Order Music Haul 2: DOWN - NOLA
January 1996

Phil's vocal style (at the time) works better on THIS album 
than on "Far Beyond Driven" in My honest opinion.

Hugely influential to My guitar playing.
Fave Tracks - Eyes of the South and Stone the Crow



Mail-Order Music Haul 3: 
Faith No More - The Real Thing

January 1996
For some reason, I'm always reminded

of the "Child's Play" movies 
whenever I hear "Surprise, You're Dead". 

(Maybe because Mike Patton sounds similar to Brad Doriff
when He screams? IDK) 

Definitely an influence on the song "Young Love" 
from "The Judgment Years"

Fave Tracks - The Singles, Surprise, You're Dead, 
Zombie Eaters and Morning After

ECW - Extreme Championship Wrestling
April 1996

This is what got Me and My family back 
into wrestling because We were already 
into stuff like Jerry Springer and Mortal 

Kombat at the time. Plus I had a huge crush 
on Francine and thinking I would one day
be married to someone who looks like Her.



Marilyn Manson Mania Begins
April 1996

I remember hearing all kinds of 
crazy stories about this guy but,
Don't make fun of Him because

His fans will get EXTREMELY butt hurt.
My first introduction to His music was 

of course, His now famous cover of 
“Sweet Dreams Are Made of This”

My 1st BIG exposure to beer - MGD
April 1996
Vanguard Vocational Center 
11th Grade
Age: 18
So Me, My cousin and the pseudo-band 
We were in at the time went to a beer party 
takin' place in Port Clinton.
The “vocalist” Jason (living up to His last name) 

had already had a few CASES in Him before He 
showed up and was nursing a pitcher of it when 
He was there. I remember Miller being rather weak 
compared to it's rival Budweiser.

Windex Homunculus
April 1996

So My cousin decided to pull
a prank during His last year at Vanguard

where He'd emptied (and cleaned) 
a bottle of Windex and replaced it 
with Blue Kool – Aid drinking it

at school to freak people out.
He emptied the Windex into an old 

bottle of ranch dressing that He must have gotten out of the trash
that day 

before hand because when We poured it back into the original Windex bottle 
afterwards, There was something living in there that looked like a dick.



Metallica - Load
June 4, 1996

Least Fave Tracks – Mama Said and 
Hero of the Day

Me and My cousin had a couple 
of drinks that night 

and He comes upstairs with THIS 
and I'm like “What the fuck is this?”

and He says “Prepare to get... LOADed” 
so We check it out and like many other people, 

We weren't too impressed.
I made a parody of it called “Drop-A-Load” 

about a week or 2 later.

Pantera – The Great Southern 
Trend Kill
June 4, 1996
Least Fave Track – Suicide Note pt. II
After only hearing the single “Drag the Waters” 
at the time and the DOWN album NOLA just a 
few months prior, I went into this thinking it 
would be better that “Far Beyond Driven” and 
what I had just heard that same night with LOAD.
While Dimebag's guitar is on point, 
Phil's vocals once again continue to disappoint 
with the only songs I actually like being 
“Drag the Waters”, “10's” and “Floods” 

(especially the outro)

My Cousin's Graduation Party
June 1996

My cousin had a bunch of His friends over that day 
and of course We had drinks.

For some reason, Marni (and Her then BF Brandon) 
were there . Then She took Me to Her house 
and while It was awesome, later that night 
I would come to the gross realization that 

I was still in the Friend Zone with Her 
which was a fact I would have to accept from 

that point onward and broaden My taste in women.
But She taught Me the french inhale and 

put one of My cousin's friends in a headlock 
which My Mom would still talk about afterwards.



Metallica - Live Shit Binge & Purge
June 1996

Fave Tracks – It's a live album but “Jason's Bass Solo” (I guess)
About a day after Jay's graduation party, I dubbed this off 

while still trying to figure out how Metallica went from this 
and “The Black Album” to LOAD in just 5 years time.

Nine Inch Nails - Pretty Hate
Machine
June 1996

Fave Tracks – The Singles, That's What I Get 
and Ringfinger

That same day, I checked this out 
(and maybe tapped it off).

I would eventually try to learn the songs 
(by ear) on keyboards later on.

The Craft
(Theatrical Experience)

June 1996
This movie introduced to Me to 2 actresses

- the 1st being Robin Tunney who (in My opinion)
looks kinda like Alicia Silverstone 
except a little more well endowed
and the 2nd being Fariza Balk who 

I swear is Tim Curry's illegitimate daughter.
A movie with attractive girls about witchcraft
having come out during My “not-quite-goth” 

phase of the mid – late 90's



Lighting a Fart
June 1996

So about a week or so after Jay's graduation party,
Me and My cousin Jenny were watching the 

Alicia Silverstone movie “True Crime” on TV
and We still had some beer leftover from the party
So I decide to light a fart just for shits and giggles.

I felt it coming, took a lighter to My behind
and out came this blue flame.

ID4
(Theatrical Experience)

July 1996
One quote from this movie would later 

be emulated in the song “Smooth 4 – Life”.
Will Smith was literally My favorite part 

of this whole film that is just pure popcorn fun 
which would be imitated by Michael Bay 

over a decade later with the first 
live – action Transformers film.

“Welcome to Earth”



The Rock
(Theatrical Experience)

July 1996
I could also call this entry “My 1st introduction to Michael Bay”

or even “My 1st introduction to Nicolas Cage” but in My opinion,
Sean Connery and Ed Harris steal the show as main good guy and bad guy.

Who doesn't love the line 
“Winners get to go home and FUCK the prom queen”? 

R.I.P. Sean Connery 

The Knife Incident
September 1996

Vanguard Vocational Center 
12th Grade

Age: 18
After everything that happened in 2020,

I finally feel at liberty to discuss this.
(just not on Facebook, though)

Okay so, These 2 girls bring up the fact that 
Me and My cousin Jenny have the same dad 

but 2 different Moms. It happened in Chef's Class 
and I was fiending for a cigarette really bad.

I also happened to be doing the dishes at the time.
The one girl kept harassing Me about it and 

I chased Her off with a butcher knife that I had just cleaned.
The incident sparked all kinds of 

controversy around the school afterwards. 
Namely how I got away with it. 
It would later be brought up in a

Facebook post in which I got humiliated by
mentioning all the karma that would happen

 to Me over the following years.



Type O Negative - Bloody Kisses
October 1996

Fave Track – Christian Woman pt.3 Jesus Christ Looks Like Me
A friend of mine taped this off for Me and I would kind-of use 

these guys to combat “Marilyn Manson Mania”
I would later learn that They too

 (like King Diamond and Nickleback)
wrote “Story Songs” and that one of My favorite 
adult film stars, Liz Vicious is kind of a big fan.

Def Leppard - On Through the Night
October 1996

Fave Track – Wasted
My cousin Jay “borrowed” these albums 

from a friend (the same one Marni 
head-locked at the party, I believe) 

While not Your typical Def Lep album,
The song “Wasted” was kinda what got Me 
back into 80's hair metal because it sounds 

just enough like Metallica's – Master of Puppets 
to peak My interest to the point I'd even try 
to learn it keyboards but it still didn't get Me 

into Jason's band because I was still “different”
(ADHD)



Ozzy - Blizzard of Ozz
October 1996

Fave Track – Revelation (Mother Earth)
Another “borrowed” album from MY cousin's friend.

For some strange reason whenever I hear the piano solo 
to “Revelation (Mother Earth)” I'm always reminded 
of the mute blonde chick from Hellraiser II but then 

Snoopy from “Charlie Brown and the Great Pumpkin” 
whenever the fast part kicks in.

Ozzy - Bark at the Moon
October 1996
Fave tracks – ALL of side one, 
Centre of Eternity and Waiting for Darkness
Least Fave – So Tired
The 3rd and final of the 
“borrowed” album trifecta.
I'm always reminded of 
the movie “Space Balls” 
whenever I hear the song
“Centre of Eternity”
(and YES - it's spelled that way)
Blame Ozzy, not ME.

Marilyn Manson Mania Continues
December 1996

I remember these 2 girls being heavily into His music.
(same ones from “The Knife Incident”, mind You) 

They would literally threaten violence if You 
spoke ill of Him or His fans in any way.

I know it's wrong to hate a band for their fans but,
His fans are kinda what turned Me off to His music.

I would later parody this album with 
“The Long Bone – Destination: Due South”



1997

glasses from Dr Hipshire
January 1997

Vanguard Vocational Center 
12th Grade

Age: 18
I remember one day My family pointed out 

that I was unable to read even large text on a TV screen
So My grandma takes Me to an eye exam 
and the doctor says that from that point on 
I'd have to wear glasses INDEFINITELY.

NIN - The Perfect Drug
February 1997

Whilst struggling at the time to find 
a good parody to Marilyn Manson,

His good buddy Trent Reznor 
comes out with this little gem 
and as You would've guessed, 

I try to learn by ear on keyboard.



Guns N' Roses - Use Your Illusion II
February 1997

Fave Tracks – Civil War, So Fine and Don't Cry (Alt.)
After being in the midst of “The LOAD era” 

and  “Marilyn Manson Mania”, I one day thought 
“Hmm. You know who We haven't heard from in awhile? -Axl Rose”

and then I thought of a mash-up between GNR and NIN (Guns N' Nails)
as a joke but then later, that would become a reality.

The Long Bone – Destination: Due South
February 1997

It came to Me in a dream as some weird 
mash-up of Bone Thugs and Marilyn Manson 

(with a little bit of “Guns N' Nails”)
Marilyn Manson had Satanism?
These guys had “Pimp Craft”!

(it's like witchcraft except You become a pimp)
Manson had Anton Salazar Le Vey?

Long Bone had Cracky Bear!
FINALLY,  The true antithesis to 

“Marilyn Manson Mania” has manifested itself 
in the form of a brilliant mash-up parody.



MTV - AMP
February 1997
This show introduced Me to 
so many indie and electronic artists
like Atari Teenage Riot, Fiona Apple,
The Prodigy and The Chemical Brothers.
I would've never even heard of these guys 
if it weren't for AMP. I even thought MY 
music would wind up on there one day.

Nine Inch Nails - Pretty Hate Machine CD
April 1997

This one friend from school gave 
Me and Jenny a case full of CD's

Among them was a copy of 
Nine Inch Nails  debut album.

Finally. My OWN copy. 

VH - Balance
April 1997

Fave Tracks – Don't Tell Me and Feelin'
Another one in that CD case was this one.
My cousin Jay said “These songs sound 

exactly how You'd expect.” a nice gift 
considering a friend of His who died that 

same year was a big fan of VH and Steve Vai.

White Zombie - La
Sexorsisto

April 1997
Fave Tracks – The singles, Soul - Crusher

and Cosmic Monsters
The older sister of the Marilyn Manson fans 

was also into White Zombie and while having this album 
wasn't gonna score Me any forgiveness for “The Knife Incident”, 

it was nice to find something We at least agreed upon for once.



Aerosmith - Nine Lives
April 1997

Vanguard Vocational Center 
12th Grade

Age: 19
Fave Tracks – Falling in Love, 

Taste of India and The Farm
I got this for My birthday but a year later when 

My family got our first computer, 
We'd discover that it was also a CD ROM 

with a music game that I'd play the fuck out of.

Pantera - Vulgar Video
April 1997

To help get over the sting of yet another Pantera album 
where Phil's vocals weren't exactly to My liking 

and because I was a fan of Their stuff 
before “Far Beyond Driven”, 

I also got this for My birthday that year.
Classic stuff like calling an

 outrage mob “Jackasses in High Heels” 
and “May-Pop Tires” had Me and 

My folks laughing for hours.



Super Nintendo
April 1997

The same school friend with the CD case 
also gave Us a Super Nintendo 

with a couple of games.
Needless to say, This guy hooked us up.

Killer Instinct
April 1997

One of the games I remember 
playing was Killer Instinct. 

I was completely blown away by the 
pre - rendered graphics at the time

and the one character I would kick the most
butt with was “Spinal”, but sometimes I
would also choose “Riptor” and Sabre

Wulf”

Revolution X
April 1997

This one may or may not have been a rental 
at the time and yes I kinda was expecting to see

Alicia Silverstone in this game but got Kerri Hoskins
instead. (She also played Sonya in MK3 – Look it up)

A rail shooter similar to T2: The Arcade Game 
The music is on point and sounds just like the album

versions even if they are 10 second clips
 played on loop. 

A good way to spend a Friday 
afternoon in the late  90's



AC / DC – Highway to Hell
April 1997

Fave Tracks – Touch Too Much, Title Track & Night Prowler
This is another album I got for My birthday that year.

For some reason, I was really into songs with a tempo of 120 b.p.m.

Senior Class Trip to Chicago
May 18, 1997

Back when flying on a plane was a thing worth doing 
and Chicago was a place worth visiting.

We visited the Rock N' Roll Mc Donald's,
Ed De Bevics (where there was a goth waitress), 
Planet Hollywood and I played “Enter Sandman” 

on a piano in the lobby  of a Holiday Inn. 
Clearly the inspiration for the middle part of  
“Texico City Mutations: The Final Melvin”

and the real life inspiration for “J-Rock”
filmed it on a JVC Camera.

DOOM (Super Nintendo)
May 1997

This game blew Me the fuck away when I first saw it.
Games were getting more realistic from this point 

onward and I couldn't help but get excited.
Not to mention the awesome soundtrack 

which YES I also tried to learn (by ear) on keyboard.

High school / Vanguard Graduation
June 1997

I won “Chef's Hardest Worker” award and
had My friends cheer Me on when I got My diploma.And with BVR

at the time trying to help Me 
get a job, I thought that nothing could go wrong.



The Blues Brothers
June 1997

After My trip to Chicago, I felt like 
I was on My way to truly becoming a rock star

and “The Blues Brothers” was a perfect example of
how those rock stars lived in those rough 
and tumble early days of Their careers.

Cheech & Chong - Still Smokin'
June 1997

This is yet another movie that filled My head with how 
Metallica must have lived through Those early years. 
I'd only seen the “edited-for-TV” version on VH1 but, 

It still had some classic scenes like “ET – The Extra Testicle”,
“The fake wrestling match where they stretch invisible genitals” 

and most notably Their stand -  up routine near the end.
(which also involved genitals)

Mary Jean – NOT “The Girl Next Door”
(but “the Girl Across the Street”)

June 1997
Age: 19

Yet another attractive neighbor girl .
I would've even had a chance with Her,
if it weren't for one terrifying fact 
–I was 19 and She was 13 at the time. 
Yup. She was jail bait and that picture 
← of Mrs. Ricci over there isn't entirely wrong 
as to what She looked like back then.
She might not have been legal but, 
that didn't stop Me from having dreams about Her.
Heck, She's the whole reason I even 
got into teen porn on the internet.



Cocoa Frosted Flakes
June 1997

This was basically 
“the Count Chocula 
of the 90's” for Me.
I would wake up to 
this and Beast Wars

a year later when I fully
got into Them as 

a Trans Formers Series

ICP - Riddlebox
June 1997

Fave Tracks – I'm Coming Home, Toy Box, 
Cemetery Girl and Joker's Wild

This was what drove Me to write My lyrics a certain way. 
These guys also became My personal replacement for 

Metallica during the “LOAD era”.
I remember people who weren't into 

Marilyn Manson being into ICP.
They were also the inspiration for many Long Bone 

and El Bimbo Sucky songs I would later write

ICP – The Great Milenko
June 1997

Fave Tracks – How Many Times, House of Horrors,
What is a Jugglao and The Neden Game

My love of Riddle Box would naturally lead to this one.
With the understanding that these guys are comedy – horror – rap 

and thus not really meant to be taken seriously, 
I was completely on board given My newly adopted 

sarcastic demeanor and slightly depressed “Fuck – You” attitude.



1st time noticing DSL's:
Fiona Apple - Criminal

July 1997
Man there was this one girl I went to Vanguard with 

who wanted to give Me head and after seeing Fiona Apple's DSL's 
in this video, I kind of regretted not letting Her.

Would've been one hell of a 1st time.

Will Smith – MIB (Men In Black)
July 1997

This song was literally 
the soundtrack to MY 1997

I would eventually see the movie later on VHS.
Of course I would try to do a metal / rock cover 

on keyboards by ear but to no avail.



Red Zone
(Sega Genesis)

July 1997
Fave Tracks – Retirement and Mission Complete
Didn't really care much for the game itself but,

the soundtrack was where it was at.
The ONLY reason I kept it around.

I didn't even know the Genesis was 
actually capable of stuff like this.

Unreleased Demo II: 
The Bill Ulsh Yearbook

August 1997
This was written around the time that My folks tried to get Me into

organized religion and for 5 years straight I was also the 
“save-Myself-'til-marriage” type until I eventually got tired of that in

2002, watched some internet porn and developed a serious 
need to lose My virginity by any means necessary.

(including paying for a prostitute)

Track Listing:
Side A 
1 Ultimate Vindication
2 The Joys of Dying
3 Eminant Domain
4 The Urn of Faith

Side B
1 God Hammer
2 Nicole Jean Tableau 
3 Zaricon
4 Angel of Mercy



The Asylum
August 1997

So Me and My cousin go to a night club called “The Asylum” 
When NIN – Ringfinger comes on and while I'm dancing, 

I jump off  one of the speakers. Then I hear 
one of the security guards say

 “HEY... WE DON'T DO THAT SHIT HERE!”
so I'm getting' My groove on until some 
bearded dude punches Me square in jaw 

and says “Watch Who the fuck You're dancing with.” 
because He thought I was dancing with His girl.
Needless to say, I never went back there again.

South Park
August 1997

So I'm in My “music room” recording songs one night 
when My cousin calls Me downstairs to check out this show 

on Comedy Central and I'm kinda glad I did because 
it's very similar to Mutant Melvin in some ways.



BVR tries to get Me 
a job at Bob Evans

August 1997
The Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation 

(as it was called back then) tried to get Me 
a dish washing gig at Bob Evans but 

(unbeknownst to Me at the time), 
My grandma apparently threw away 

the papers I needed for it thus 
causing Me to NOT get the job 

until nearly a decade later.

My 1st (Kind-of) Job
September 1997

Due to Granny's lack of foresight 
causing BVR to fail Me, the only 

job I could get was a janitorial 
gig at DG for $15 a day because 

They had issues with another guy but 
the job only lasted 3 hours because the 

other guy came back that same day.

Batman & Robin
September 1997
The only reason I watched 
this was Alicia Silverstone 
but Arnold's Ice Puns are 
what most people remember.
I just wanted to see Alicia in 
a Batman movie ever since 
“Batman Forever “ which I'd 
seen in the theater just 2 years prior.



WCW (NWO era)
1997 - 2000
September 1997

My family's love of ECW would 
naturally lead to this era of WCW

I felt that Hogan was at His funniest 
as a bad guy rather than a good guy.

And the whole Sting VS NWO story-line 
was also pretty interesting.

We'd even watch the pay-per-views.

WWF (Attitude era)
1997 - 2002
October 1997

My family's love of ECW and WCW 
would naturally lead us to this era of  WWF.

My favorite wrestler during that time was The Rock 
back when He was actually funny because He knew 

how to cut up on His opponents before kicking their asses.



King Diamond – The Spider's Lullabye
November 1997

Fave Tracks – Killer, Six Feet Under 
and Eastman's Cure 

When I read the lyrics on the inner sleeve, 
it became grossly apparent this this guy was 
“ICP only METAL” which is kind of what 

I was looking for musically. 
He even wore similar make up.

From the Title Track to “To the Morgue”
King Diamond is literally telling a full 

Stephen King novel IN LYRICAL  
AND  MUSICAL FORM!

That's when it became crystal clear to Me 
that I needed to re write My songs this way.

Metallica - Reload
November 1997

Least Fave Tracks – Unforgiven II and Low Man's Lyric 
Okay. I'll admit that I actually kinda like this one
definitely more so than Load as it feels more like 
a return to form but it's still not Classic Metallica.
(like with “Death Magnetic” about a decade later)
Thus leading to it's parody - “Drop-a-Load Vol. II”

while both “The Long Bone” and “El Bimbo” 
were in their respective infancies at the time.



N64
December 1997

Is it just Me or does the N64 look like a graveyard 
with the cartridges being the tombstones?

It's almost like Shiggy KNEW 
it was the death of Nintendo but 

We still got some pretty cool games with it.

Doom 64
December 1997

My love of DOOM on the SNES would naturally 
lead to this one. I remember having all kinds of 

sadistic fun once I found the cheat codes.
Although I do kinda wish the soundtrack 

was the same as the Super Nintendo version.
I remember calling the Pinkies “Donkeys”

and Barons and Cyber Demon “Battle Cattle”
It was a ton of mindless fun with the invincibility cheat on.



NWO World Tour N64
December 1997

Wrestling games were at their peak during this time.
I remember playing as Sting & the NWO but I also 
remember the “Independent Union” and playing as 
“Black Ninja” as I felt they were similar to ECW.

Megadeth - Cryptic Writings
December 1997

Fave Tracks – Trust, 
A Secret Place and Mastermind 

While Metallica had Load and Reload,
Megadeth tried to get Their “Black Album” on.

And perhaps, do that they did with this one.
“Secret Place” I would learn on guitar, 

“Mastermind” I would try to learn on keyboard 
and “Trust” I would eventually learn on both 

keyboard as well as guitar. 



The 5th Element
December 1997

This was another fun 90's sci-fi movie 
in the same vain as “Total Recall” 

and “Demolition Man” 
with very memorable characters 

like Ruby Rhod, Diva Plava Laguna 
and Gary Oldman as “Captain Plastic Hair”.

The best part of the plot is the fact 
that Bruce Willis literally has to bang 

Milla Jovovich in order to save the world.

1998

My 1st Concert - ICP Live
March 1998

Age: 19
It was at the Sea Gate Center in Toledo and before I enter I checked by 

this security lady who notices something in My pants ;)
and She says “is that YOU?” and I said “Yeah?” 

and She's like “No way.” I could've gotten them digits
because She wasn't too bad looking, either.

The concert was pretty good too. 
There was even a mosh pit.
Anyone remember those?



My 1st ever Family Computer
Compaq Presario (with Windows '95)

March 1998
My cousin originally wanted to get this for X-Mas '97 

but hadn't saved up enough dough at the time,
He mainly wanted to check up on wrestling news at home 

but it wound up serving more than just that purpose 
because everybody in the house used it.

Marilyn Manson – The Long 
Hard Road out of Hell
April 1998
Age: 20
I got this for My 20th birthday 
mainly because I wanted to know 
what was up with this guy and it 
turns out He had a lot of very 
similar ideas to mine.
After reading this, He was more than just 
“That wanna-be goth guy who did weird 
things onstage just to get attention” 
and it was at this point that
     “Marilyn Manson Mania” had officially come an end.

Budweiser Tall Boys
April 1998

I also had a couple of these 
on that same day.

It definitely helped with some 
of the weirder stories I would 
read about Brian Hugh Warner.



Alta Vista
June 1998

Before Google, There were several 
search engines but the one I would use 

the most was Alta Vista.
It helped Me find many of 

the websites I'll later 
mention in this autobiography

and the best part is that 
it didn't track Your every move.

You had FULL privacy to look up anything

Insane Clown Posse . com
June 1998

My love of the rap group would naturally 
lead Me to Their official website.

They used frames and “Comics Sans” back then 
and although that's looked down upon nowadays,

I thought that shit was pretty fuckin' cool.

Megadeth Arizona
June 1998
Believe it or not, it was actually 
back in 1994 that I'd read about
this site in “Rolling Stone”.
The chat room had members 
who went by G1 Transformer names 
and this one cool dude named “Kazrog”
who was a guitarist with His own band.
I had to get My own website after that.



The Official Ulshman Website
June 1998

How did one get Their own website back then?
-with sites like Fortune City, Angelfire and Geocities.

These were basically “the social media of the 90's”
except they let You use HTML in those days 

and You could post whatever the hell You wanted!

Be Seen . com
June 1998
The Wicked Clowns had a
Be Seen chat room so naturally,
I had to get one and It started out 
normal at first but then after nearly a week,
 there's these people speaking in weird characters. 
At first Me and My cousin though it was 
Chinese but upon closer retrospection, 
I think they might have been hackers. 
They were clearly not talking about My music. That's for sure.

Alicia Silverstone . Org 
June 1998

I wasn't just looking up 
music on the early internet, 

I was also looking up the ladies 
and of course My love of Alicia 
would lead Me to Her official 
website with a message-board 

chock full of people who would 
get quite upset if You mentioned 

anything about Her 
in a sexual manner. 



Hail the Great Alicia
June 1998

If I couldn't express My full interest of 
Mrs. Silverstone on Her official website,

then I was gonna do it on My OWN 
fan site that was as far from “woke”as You can get.

Taking inspiration from the official ICP website,
I would make heavy use of swear words AND 

the much maligned “Comic Sans” font 
expressing how badass and sexy I thought She was.

The Wedding Singer
(Drive – In Experience)
June 1998
A friend of My cousin's took us 
to go see this at a drive – in that 
would play the audio through 
Your car's stereo via a nearby 
radio station. The movie had Me
cheering when Billy Idol shows 
up to kick the antagonist's ass at the end.

ICP - Tunnel of Love
June 1998

Fave Tracks – Ninja, 
Super Balls and Prom Queen

This I feel was as close to 
“The Long Bone” as the 

Wicked Clowns had gotten,
Lyrically speaking.

Oddly enough it would later 
serve as inspiration for some 
of El Bimbo Sucky's songs.
The explicit lyrics were just 

what I was looking for at the time.
Hilarious, if even a little fucked up.



My ICP phase
(involving Reese's and Faygo)

June 1998
My cousins decided to move out 
after an argument with My mom 

and for awhile it was just the 2 of us.
I listened to a lot of ICP at that time.
Until My cousin Jay moved back in 

for a bit before living (temporarily) in 
Tennessee with this one chick 

who was in Her 30's

ICP - Carnival of Carnage
June 1998
Fave Tracks – First Day Out, 
Your Rebel Flag and Ghetto Freak Show
The synthesizers on “First Day Out” 
and “Ghetto Freak Show” as well as
the bass on “Rebel Flag” reminds Me 
a lot of the stuff I would come up 
with on “Wizard of Death”.
I remember wanting to add heavy 
guitar to the bass lines in some of these
songs because They were low – key metal.

The “Rock Never Stops” tour
June 1998

Jason took us to this one show where Jani Lane sticks a cigarette 
up His nose and Dee Snider announces His movie “Strange Land” 

I had longer hair at the time and it got stuck in some other dude's hair 
because I sweating profusely from doing “The Windmill” 

and then I bongo drumed some chicks ass who was sitting on the 
shoulders of some other dude who just kinda let Me do that.

I also learned that “Concert Beer” tastes bland and has no effect.



ICP - Beverly Kills
June 1998

Fave Tracks – Title Track, The Stalker, 
In the Haugh and Joke Ya Mind

Hilarious little e.p. That sounds like 
the stuff I would come up with at 

random just screwing around.
I really like the bass on “In the Haugh”

and piano on “Joke Ya Mind”

The Water Heater Guy
July 1998

So during the summer of 98', Our water heater breaks down 
and We get a guy to fix it.

He uses My lighter and brings it back to back to Me by the end 
saying “Hey... You like to smoke, Kid? Here ya go” 
Later that night Me and My mom watch the news 

and it turns out that shortly after this guy replaced out water heater, 
He killed 2 people with a shotgun He found in a nearby shed.

So far as I know, dude's still in prison to this day.

My 1st bat encounter
July 1998

Me and My mom were watching Monday Nitro one night when 
We see something with wings fly across the living room 

and up the stairs so We follow it to My music room.
This thing lands on My Crumar (keyboard) before 

flying right dead at Me so I tried to shoe it out with a shovel 
but wound up accidentally killing it instead and had to 
throw it the trash. In later years, I would not only learn 

to shoe a bat out of the house properly but also have 
our cats take care of such bat - related matters as well.



Beast Wars
August 1998

When I first saw this, I wasn't really interested 
because They were animals and not vehicles but then,
My cousin gets into it and tells Me that the story is 

actually kind of a sequel to Generation One.
Another reason I liked it was because The CGI 
(as dated as it may be now) reminded of what I 

had in mind for “Wizard of Death”

Pimp Daddy Welfare . com
August 1998

My search for real artists similar to 
“The Long Bone” may have met it's end 

with PDW because His lyrics were just as 
pornographic and misogynistic.



Marilyn Manson – The Dope Show
August 1998

This is what I believe Officially ended 
“Marilyn Manson Mania” in the late 90's 

not just for Me, but for EVERYONE.
Believe it or not, this shit was inspired by 

a handful of horse tranquilizers.
Of course I would try to parody it 

with “The Long Bone”

Britney Spears - Hit Me Baby One More Time
August 1998

Just when “Manson Mania” was over, a new 
trend in mainstream music had just begun.

I was looking to make a female version of “The Long Bone
and like a Lolita porn version of Debbie Gibson, 
the inspiration for “El Bimbo Sucky” was found.



Xena: Warrior Princess
October 1998
One show My Mom would watch around dinner time 
back in those days was Xena 
A pretty fun show made by the same guys 
who did The “Evil Dead” trilogy so, 
I was already on board plus it had 
some attractive ladies.
It was basically “Baywatch Gone Bad ass”

Hudson Leick 
(and Callisto)

October 1998
One babe from Xena: Warrior Princess 
who would catch My eye the most was 

the character Callisto and I had to 
look up who the hell played Her.

Turns out it was an actress named Hudson Leick 
from OHIO who's back story heavily implies 

that She (like Me) has ADHD.

Bride of Chucky
October 1998
The movie itself was funny 
and introduced Me to “Her Royal Busty – ness”
Jennifer Tilly as well as Katharine Heigle being 
pretty well endowed as well but I remember 
having ideas for a slash fiction involving Darian 
from “the Crush” and Chucky kind of being an item.
Around this time, I would also write a slash fiction 
comedy called “Xena: Bride of Chucky” that basically 
read like a magazine article with comic book panels 
which would become how I would later write “Mutant Melvin”



Megadeth Arizona becomes 
Megadeth dot com

October 1998
I kinda knew this was coming.
By 2001 / 2002 I had made 

myself quite famous by trolling people 
(mainly about LOAD era Metallica)

on their “Total Anarchy” forum.
I got eventually banned from there but, 
I just wanted it to live up to the name.

Dark City (Jennifer Conelly)
October 1998

My cousin once got paid to run 
Jennifer Conelly dot com and His 

love of the actress would naturally lead 
to this movie that was basically 
The Matrix before The Matrix.

1999

Oreo O's
April 1999

This stuff was how
 I started 

My mornings
back in 1999



Columbine
April 20, 1999

Age: 20
Surprised the hell out of Me when it happened 

but it was inevitable that it eventually 
became the main influence for what would 

become the studio version of 
“Violence in our Schools”

I still don't like that the media blamed 
Industrial Metal and violent video games.

Emulators
snes9x and Gens

April 1999
Age: 21

This was basically (in My opinion)
“What X-Mas '89 should've been”

My cousin downloaded some emulators 
for the SNES and Sega Genesis 
as well as ROMs for games that 

We never even played before that point.
Stuff like SMB: All Stars and Final Fight 2 & 3 
as well as Streets of Rage 3 was how I'd spend 

My afternoons before Beast Wars came on.



hudson leick fan . com
July 1999

Much like Alicia's official fan page, 
Hudson's fan page really didn't like Me 

speaking of Her in a sexual manner.
So much so that They would eventually
I.P. Ban Me from their message-board

even though it was later revealed 
that She had done nude scenes.

Mc Sweeney Rebel
Dorm

July 1999
My rebel fan site 

“Hail the Great Alicia” 
would eventually 

expand to accommodate 
other actresses like 

Hudson Leick 
and even musicians 

like Sheryl Crow.
They were like My own little

 4 girl squad of...
Alicia

Silverstone (Darian Forrester from “The Crush”),
A. J. Langer (Rayanne Graff from “My So-Called Life”), 

Hudson Leick (Callisto from “Xena”) 
and musician Sheryl Crow. 

Were it around a little longer, 
it might even have had Summer Glau.



listen to ulshman
July 1999

Much like “Hail the Great Alicia” had evolved, so too did 
“The Official Ulshman Website” into listen.to/ulshman

(using a URL changer I had discovered)
There was even one time where My cousin 

had discovered this site that used 3D graphics 
and I would eventually use that for awhile 
because that was the thing to do back then.

It was pretty dope while it lasted.

Megadeth - Crush 'Em
July 1999

While Metallica had LOAD and Until It Sleeps,
Megadeth would follow that up 
with this and the album “Risk” 

While not as drastic as Metallica in the late 90's, 
it was still a departure from what You'd expect of them.

Hudson Leick - Chill Factor
July 1999

Seeing Hudson with 
short hair took Me 

some getting used to but, 
I got over it pretty quickly. 
A lot of people over on Her 

official fan site had to 
get used to it as well. 

Not to mention how little 
screen time Her sexy blonde 
ass even got in the film at all.



My Final Theatrical Experience 
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace

July 1999
I don't care what You may think of this film,
How George Lucas put an old movie filter 

over  CGI of the time still amazes Me to this day.
Plus I would later have a dream where I was 

musically successful and dated Natalie Portman.

My Final Concert Experience
Def Leppard – Euphoria Tour

July 1999
The vocalist of “the band I couldn't be in” 

Took Me and My cousin to see 
“His biggest Influence” LIVE in Toledo. 

Jason  (the “vocalist”) would talk on 
and on about “all the pussy there” as if He 

would later join Steel Panther in a few years.
Also another thing I learned was to sneak in Your 

own beer because “Concert Beer” tastes like nothing.
They did 3 encores after the show was over, though.

Will Smith – Wild Wild West
August 1999

I remember having a bad allergy 
watching it when it came out 

on VHS and found it pretty funny 
despite what people think of it.

Later I would realize how similar it is 
to Transformers – Revenge of the Fallen.

I also like the song as well. It's no Men In Black
 but it still has that distinctive Will Smith style.

Fun Fact: He turned down “The Matrix” for this.



Britney Spears - You Drive Me Crazy
August 1999

My cousin Jenny once brought up how She thought
 that Britney was ripping off Alicia Silverstone
because both are blonde and had once worn 
a school girl outfit in a filmed production.
I still lusted over Britney in secret whilst 
dissing Her on the internet as “El Bimbo”
and it wasn't until a few years later that 

I would openly admit to finding Her attractive.

Newgrounds and Pico
October 1999

I remember the game “Pico”
because it had this really awesome 

soundtrack that I would try to 
learn on guitar and I was really 
into triple note hammer – on's 

during that time. 
It's also interesting that the game 

was about a school shooting 
involving wanna-be goth kids

where You play as the title character 
trying to save the school from baddies. 

Beast Machines
October 1999
This was a really weird show 
with a lot of Matrix references 
and religious connotations.
It also featured this bat guy who
looked like an emo Michael Jackson 
and the transformations were weird.



The Blair Witch Project
October 1999
Not gonna lie. 

The only thing I liked about this
was Heather Donahue and those DSL's.
You spend the whole movie expecting 

to see something only to find out 
that this film didn't live up to the hype.
To be honest, I liked the porn parody 

“The Bare Wench Project” better 
because at lease in that one 
You actually see something.

Your Generation is Extinct!!!
November 1999

I was playing Mario All Stars on the snes9x 
when this weird little day dream hit me.

Later that day I'm jammin' on guitar 
and fuckin' around with a flange 

effect writing the riffs for it. 
Keep in mind that this was during 

a time when I thought My influences
were a little bit past their prime.

Nine Inch Nails – Were in this together
November 1999

This comes from what I personally think 
is a criminally underrated album in 

Trent Reznor's discography.
I remember seeing the single in stores 

and thinking “Ohh, that's kinda cryptic”
Turns out He was just trying to write a badass love story.



Animal Farm on TNT
November 1999

The cinematography and Henson – like puppetry 
was so well done in this that You wouldn't even 

know it was a Made-for-TV movie.
And the story is interesting and scary as well.

Animals becoming like humans?
That's some scary shit, right there, y'all.

WLMB
November 1999
My cousin Jennifer was dating 
this one religious guy at the time 
and got My household back into 
Christianity for a second time.

The B.B. Gun Incident
December 1999

So one night My and My folks 
are watching TV when all of a 
sudden, We hear what sounds 

like glass breaking.
Then We see a broken vase and 
what appears to be a bullet hole 

in one of Our windows.
The cops check it out the next 

morning and it turns out to 
be a b. b. Gun pellet that one of 
our neighbors was playing with.



2000

Mom in Hospital 1st time
February 2000

Age: 21
My Mom had heart problems and it was pretty scary even then.

For some strange reason during that time, 
I was also in the mood for 

BBQ ham and cheese sandwiches.

The Ref (Denis Leary)
February 2000
Despite what We know about 
Him nowadays, Kevin Spacey 
was great in this but Denis Leary 
is who really stole the show.
Great movie not matter what 
mood You might be in.
It might also be a Christmas 
movie as well. If Die Hard and 
Batman Returns are then, why not this?

The Long Kiss Goodnight
February 2000

This movie was basically 
“Captain Marvel” before 

Captain Marvel except without 
the super powers and left – wing

woke politics attached.
My favorite line comes from 

Samuel L Jackson - “You know 
when You make an assumption, 
You make an ass out of U and

umption” What's an “Umption?
Nobody so, You makin' an ass 

out of Yo Self.



ICP - Ringmaster
February 2000

Fave Tracks – Murder Go Round, 
Who asked You, 
Wagon Wagon
and The Loons

“The Loons” served as 
inspiration for the title track to
“El Bimbo Sucky – Ælienz”

M21 – Millennium 21st Century
February 29, 2000

The Detroit Flu Bug of 2000 
would hit Toledo and then Fostoria 

leading to series of weird religiously 
themed fever dreams that would 

serve as inspiration for the unreleased 
demo “Through the Sands of Time”

Cleopatra2525
March 2000
The same people that made 
Xena and that “Hercules” show
also made this little known 
sci – fi gem that even featured 
some of the same cast members 
(one of which is Zoe from “Firefly”)
I also remember a few other similar 
shows  -one with 3 former prison chicks 
and another called VIP with Pam Anderson

Island of Dr. Moreau
March 2000

I remember My cousin making 
a joke that this was basically 

“a Live – Action Wuzzles 
horror movie” and He wasn't wrong.

Whoever made this movie must have been
on some serious drugs at the time 

in order to create the Half – Human
nightmare fuel present on the screen.



Pitch Black 
(Vin Diesel)
March 2000
Vin Diesel and some 
crew travel to some 
distant planet to fight 
off these blind bat like 
creatures and He's blind 
too which apparently gives 
Him some kind of advantage.

The Matrix (1999)
March 2000

During My bout with 
temporary insanity 

(due to the Detroit Flu Bug) 
This movie fucked with My head.
I remember My cousin telling Me 

that I was “22 going on 22” 
basically implying that 

I was immortal.
I've often wondered if this wasn't 

some distant Terminator sequel
because it has the same back story.

Michael Bay's
Armageddon
March 2000
I had no idea this was even a Michael Bay 
Movie until I first heard about the live action 
Transformers movie in 2006.
Anyways, part of My months long stark reality trip
involved a weird game where Me and My cousin
sat on the couch watching this and seeing which 
one would get hit by the meteor first. Nobody won 
because this was all part of My weird fever dream insanity.

The Jeremy Sisto Jesus Movie
March 2000

Yet another influence on 
“Unreleased Demo 3: Through the Sands of Time” 
This one featured a version of Satan in a business

suit with slicked back hair looking like Dennis
Hopper in that live – action “Super Mario Bros.”

movie



3rd Rock
April 2000

This show was funny as fuck because it took 
place in Ohio and that was kind of relatable

 plus I kinda had a crush on 
Sally because what's better than a badass

tomboy? A badass tomboy with DSL's
The characters acted all crazy because they 

were aliens but they fit in perfectly because - OHIO

The Rock on SNL
April 2000

For the longest time, I though this was 
part of My then fever dream driven 

bout with temporary insanity but nope
 -It was real. 

They had skits like Smackdown Hotel, 
Nick Attrel and even had AC/DC 

as the musical guests.



Metallica - I Disappear
April 2000

The closest thing to “Enter Sandman” 
that LOAD – era Metallica could put out.

I always wanted to see a music video 
that featured Metallica as action stars 
and even though it's not quite what 

I had in mind, this would still have to do.

Gizmo Furby
April 23, 2000
Age: 22
I remember thinking that 
this was where technology 
was headed and that these 
things would one day replace 
the typical household pet

Hudson Leick - 
Something About Sex

April 23, 2000
Oh boy! Remember when I mentioned 

that Callisto from Xena: Warrior Princess 
had done nude scenes before?

Well, This is that movie.
She owns a guy verbally 

in a rather memorable scene
before we get to get to see Her
in all Her jiggling naked glory.

Quite the birthday present, INDEED!



Twisted Sister - Horror Teria
April 24, 2000

So the night after My birthday 
(which fell on Easter of 2000, mind You)

My cousin Jay takes Me to Jason's for a tarot reading,
where I'm also introduced to various albums 

I'd not previously heard by that point.
One of them was this, to which Jason mentions 

that Dee Snider knew about cyber stalking before 
that was even a thing but it reminded Me more 

of Freddy Kruger and would serve as inspiration 
for the studio versions of “Violence in our Schools” 

and “Simply Eye-Irritant” from “Bash Contract”

Pantera - Revolution is My Name
April 2000

I wouldn't hear the album 
until years later.

But just by this video alone,
I could tell that Pantera were 

back to what I liked about them 
on “Cowboys From Hell” and 

“Vulgar Display of Power”
Fun Fact: Some of the tracks were used in 

“WWF Smack Down 2 – Know Your Role”



Joyce Meyer
May 2000

Given that My family were still 
into Christianity, My mom would 

watch this and Jack Van Impe sometimes.

Present Truth 
w/ Michael Pitts
May 2000
I watched this guy until 
it was revealed that He 
got in trouble for exposing 
Himself on a bridge somewhere 
in Toledo. He would often say 
some pretty funny stuff that was 
true and a few years later I would 
wind up working for a dude who
who kinda looks like Him.

The Sims
(PC)

May 2000
I remember  the character 

Bella Goth calling My guy a
 “Socially Challenged Moron” 
and downloading custom skins 

That shit was pretty dope.
We even had the “Living Large” 
and “House Party” expansions.



My 2nd (kind-of) Job 
- Review Times

May 2000
My cousin Jennifer asks Me fill in for Her

and then I needed to renew My I.D. 
I wound up working for a few months between

May and August of that year until I learn 
that They don't do sick days and quit 

following the advice of a family member.

CD Tape Deck Combo
September 2000

Somehow I wound up getting this and 
a keyboard stand for My Crumar from 
a garage sale or some other place that 

My grandma went to. 
The money I made from My former 

paper route sure didn't pay for it.

Iron Maiden - The Wicker Man
September 2000

After seeing CGI Eddie, it was clear to Me 
that 3D CAD programs were the way 

to go for “Wizard of Death”  plus
the song had a memorable hook as well.



Vectorman 1
September 2000

This was basically Sega's answer to 
Mega Man and it's soundtrack 
would soon be used on the first 

“El Bimbo Sucky” demo.
I would even get the cheat 

codes from a magazine.

Vectorman 2
September 2000

I remember also using the cheats 
on this game as well not to mention 

trying to later use it's soundtrack 
for “El Bimbo Sucky” as well 

The Legend of 
El Bimbo Sucky

September 2000
Sure She looked a little different to how 

She would later appear in “Mutant Melvin” 
but the goth parody of Britney Spears was here

and She was out to ruin Britney's career 
before evolving into something all Her own 
just like with “the Long Bone” similar to the 
“Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” after starting 

out as a parody of Marvel's “Dare Devil”.



Alicia Silverstone - Blast from the Past 
November 2000

This one is a classic. 
Brendan Fraser reminds Me a lot of 
Harry from “3rd Rock” in this one.

He's just so awkward because 
He's a man out of time and 

Alicia acts like kind of a bitch 
at first but has a bit of a 

redemption arc near the end 
plus the parents and Arch Bishop 

Melker are also funny and memorable.

Fight Club
November 2000
Something that's always 
bugged Me about the 
marketing for this film is that
the font they used makes 
it look like it's gonna be 
a sci – fi movie more in 
the vain of “Blade Runner” 
but, it's really not.

X-Men
November 2000

I remember magazines 
talking about this 
movie since like 
1994 but I did 

like Hugh Jackman 
as Wolverine and 

Patrick Steward as 
Professor X



E.T. Furby
December 2000

Since I already had the Gizmo Furby,
My folks decided to get Me this one 

as well. The two little sensors on the top 
of His head had always weirded Me out.

ICP - The Terror Wheel
December 2000
Fave Tracks – Skitsofrantic and Out
This one was more of an influence to 
“El Bimbo” than to “Long Bone”
Like with it's associated Joker's Card 
“The Ringmaster” and that one's 
version of the song “Chicken Huntin'”
This one's version of “Dead Body Man” 
sounds more like an early demo version.

Anthrax - Return of 
the Killer A's
December 2000

Fave Tracks – Madhouse, 
Indians and I am the Law

I know that this a best-of but,
This features songs I had not 

heard previously up to that point.
Still a late bloomer to thrash metal.



2001

Digital Cable
April 2001

Age: 22
This lead to many a pay-per-view 
soft-core porn films in the comfort 

of My own room later on but 
I could watch whatever TV show 

I wanted at the time as well.

Son of the Beach
April 2001

I remember this being a parody of Baywatch 
starring the same dude who played Dick Dietrick 
on “Night Stand” with a bevy of blonde bimbos.

This shit was funny as fuck.

Lexx
April 2001

This was basically the Sci – Fi 
equivalent to “Son of the Beach”

All I remember is “Xev Bellringer”



Sheryl Crow - The Globe Sessions
April 2001

Age: 23
Fave Tracks – My Favorite Mistake, 
There Goes the Neighborhood and

The Difficult Kind
Like with Aerosmith – Nine Lives, 
This one was also a CD ROM that 
really only had pictures and a link 
to Her official website but it was 

still kind of cool plus this was 
the album I lost My virginity to.

Iron Maiden - Trooper
April 2001

The Digital cable's music stations
had a Metal channel and I was further 

introduced to songs by bands I had heard 
of but who's songs I wasn't entirely

familiar with up to that point.
The guitars in this would be hugely 
influential to the  lead parts on the 
studio version of “Child of Rage”

Iron Maiden - Killers
April 2001
I always wondered how they 
got that weird high pitched effect 
on the guitars but the bass would 
be a big influence on the studio
versions of songs like “Fight Fire, 
Light Fire” and “Child of Rage”
Also a fun song to cover live. 

Megadeth - Peace Sells
April 2001

This plus “Ride the Lightning”
were the main influences behind 
the studio version of “Fight Fire, 
Light Fire” so This is what Dave 

Mustaine meant by “Techno Metal”



Left Handed Bass Technique
April 2001

I had experimented with this a bit 
about a year prior but this time, 

I perfected it using 3 noted power 
chords and moving the root note 
down by an octave for the bass 
which is a technique I would've 
used had I been able to play live.

That 80's Show
April 2001
I don't remember much
about this show other than 
every joke centered around 
the fact that this took place 
in the 1980's with not one
single Metallica song in sight.

Final Fight SNES
July 2001

We got more games that year for the Super Nintendo 
from a friend and while it may not be like the arcade version,  

I do however like how the game pays homage to earlier
 beat-em-ups like Double Dragon in one stage



Almost Famous
July 2001
If the 90's had 60's 
Nostalgia, then it 
would make sense 
that the 2000's would 
follow that up with 70's 
Nostalgia and this movie 
was no exception with it's 
homage to classic rock plus 
Kate Hudson was pretty cute 
in it as well even if She was 
playing someone younger.

Super Mario World
July 2001

Out of all Mario games 
I've played in My time, 

My mom played this more 
than I ever did but with 

that being said, I have played 
it at least a couple of times.

(Just not
as much as Super Mario 1 or  3)

Mad Thumbs . Com
July 2001

While not My first ever porn site because that honor belongs to 
“Triple J's Porno . Com” in 1998 and the cam site “Live Sex List”,

This did introduce Me to the popular genre of “teen porn”
and I searched for girls who looked like Mary Jean which 

would lead Me to some future favorites like “Gauge” 
and Diana Moletsky plus I would later get in trouble with 

My folks for downloading a “Sex – Dialer” from like South Africa.



Transformers: 
Robots In Disguise
July 2001
Sometimes referred to by 
fans as “RID01” to distinguish 
it from the 2015 show of the 
same name, This was when the 
franchise sold out by trying to 
emulate Pokemon. I wouldn't 
watch it until years later but, 
I though the hologram girl was 
just cute as a button and Sky Byte is easily a fan favorite 
because He is just absolutely hilarious. Not as bad as I 
thought would be even if it rips off late 90's anime.

The Cats 
(Rascal, Shadow & Honey)

September 2001
My folks found Honey on the front porch and She 

had kittens – Rascal and Shadow. We fed them for a while 
and then took them in. The mother “Honey” (pictured right)

 ran off after a few years and then “Shadow” (pictured center) 
was Jay's cat and had unfortunately died of flea anemia in 2006  
while Rascal (pictured left) was My cat and had lived the longest 

out of all of them having died in late October of 2016.

Jack Van Impe
September 2001

My folks would watch this guy 
every Sunday morning and He 

would scare the ever loving shit 
out of Me sometimes but, He did 

say some rather meme – worthy stuff 
like “Men have eyes – they can see!!” that always got a

laugh out of Me (unintentionally)



9/11
September 11, 2001

If I can talk about stuff like “The Knife Incident of '96” 
and Columbine, then this shouldn't be any different.

My cousin still thinks it's some kind of insurance fraud.
Fun Fact: a friend of ours was dating this one chick 
at the time who's birthday is literally September 11.

(I found Her sister attractive, though) 

The Red Green show
September 2001
This show is so relatable 
and years later I would 
learn that one of the writers 
-Rick Green has ADHD. 
The jokes about duct tape 
never get old. Plus We had 
a neighbor who looked similar.

Jay & Silent Bob Strike Back
September 2001

I had seen “Mallrats” 
and “Clerks” before this 
but this is where these 2 
really shine in terms of 

stoner – comedy.
The similarities to 
Bill & Ted are also 

pointed out in various 
self aware 4th wall breaks.



WWF buying out WCW / ECW
October 2001

It was pretty surreal experience seeing 
it happen on both USA and TNT 

networks all at once but Me and My 
folks knew it was coming.

Jessica Alba & Dark Angel
October 2001
Don't remember much 
about the show other 
than the fact it was made 
by James Cameron but it 
introduced Me to Jessica 
Alba who I'd later watch 
in the live – action 
Fantastic Four movies.

Alicia
Silverstone - Rock My World

October 2001
This movie was funny as fuck. It featured Alicia 

as the bassist of this band who give this 
old couple running the place 
some ecstasy pills and this 
sleazy guy tries to record 

them while playing in
various sneaky ways.

Austin Powers 1
October 2001
Okay I'm one of those people 
who only saw this when it came 
out on video and not when it 
was in theaters. Mike Myers is 
funny as usual as both Austin 
and Dr. Evil so I'd finally seen 
what all the internet buzz was about.



Austin Powers -  The Spy 
Who Shagged Me

October 2001
Mini Me is funny as fuck and 
even though They recycle the 
the same gag from the first, 
They at least point out the 
similarities between the 2.
Also, hotter love interest - 

Liz Hurley from the 1st one or 
Heather Graham in this one? 

Adam Sandler – The Waterboy
October 2001

While it may be a comedy that centers 
around a man with mild autism, unlike 

some people, I didn't take offense. In fact,
I found it to be quite funny and if anything, 

Bobby Bouchier actually succeeds in the end.

Foreigner - Records 
(best of album)
December 2001
Fave Tracks – Urgent 
and Juke Box Hero
I know this is another 
best-of album but I still 
have My faves and for some
strange reason, My late 
Mother straight up hated 
the song “Juke Box Hero”.



Shrek
December 2001

This movie lives up to the hype when it comes to 
not only it's CGI but the whole “fractured fairy tale” 

thing it was going for and the pop culture 
references actually work in it's favor and I love 
the twists with Fiona and Donkey with Dragon.

Monster's Inc
December 2001

Sure - Dreamworks had “Shrek” but Pixar was no 
slouch either with this one where childhood 
bedtime monsters do what they do as a job.

A cute twist on something familiar,
Me and My cousin would always 
imitate Sully and Boo afterwards.

2002

El Bimbo Sucky 
- Absolutely Fantabulous

February 2002
Age: 23

After hearing news that Britney Spears was making a movie, 
The plot originally revolved around El Bimbo & Crusty kidnapping Britney 

but then changed to Mandy Moore and then that changed to the goth pop duo 
trying to revive the career of Diz from “Out of Control” 

before I had finally settled on another TCU character – Starry Sparkles.



Kung Pow: Enter the Fist
February 2002
Steve Odekirk took footage from 
an old 70's kung fu movie and 
made a comedy classic.
The villain is funny as fuck 
beating people up to Sir Mix Alot's 
“Baby Got Back” and the back & forth 
with the love interest over who can make 
a more annoying sound effect is particularly 
hilarious as well as memorable.

Formula 51
February 2002

This was during a time  before
Samuel L. Jackson went all woke

and leftist as Elmo Mc Elroy.
A drug scientist and self professed 
“Sky – High – atrist” who causes 
the antagonists to crap themselves 
before nicely handed them toilet

paper and making His soon – to –
be former boss played by the

musician Meat Loaf to blow up 
by the end (spoilers for a 

20+ year old movie)

WWF becomes WWE
May 2002
Age: 24

This was all because they got sued by the World Wildlife Foundation 
whom just so happened to share the same initials thus causing 

confusion among wrestling fans and animal enthusiasts.
 Coincidentally, this is also when wrestling started to get lame again.



 
Cedar Point 1

July 2002
A family friend took Me and My cousin Jennifer 

along with His girlfriend and her girlfriend (She was bi) 
anyway, it was “Gay Day” there and that alone would 
later serve as inspiration for “Mutants Day” during the 

“Jet – Lag Junction” portion of Mutant Melvin 6.

Cedar Point 2
Demon Drop
July 2002
Because I hadn't been on it 
in nearly 20 years, I wanted 
to try the Demon Drop again.
(and not just because of it's name) 
I hear the girlfriend (Tim's) 
counting down “3... 2... 1”. 
and down We go and then 
back up for a bit before 
going backwards and upwards 
back to where We started. 
It was a nice little starter ride.

Cedar Point 3 
Disaster Transport

July 2002
Disaster Transport? More like 

“Disaster TRON – sport!”
and that's exactly why I went on this one.

- It reminded Me of the movie TRON 
It was black lights and sci – fi.



Cedar Point 4 
Gemini
July 2002

Would it be wrong of Me to admit that 
I nearly lost My glasses on this one? 

- because that's exactly what happened.
I actually managed to find them under 
My seat and put them back on and all,
It's just that the ride went so fast that 

it knocked My glasses off half way through.

Dio – The Last in Line
July 2002
Later that night after I got home 
I had a dream I was leaping around a 
parking lot Incredible Hulk style 
with shades on while this song 
was playing in the background.

Dio - Rainbow in the Dark
July 2002

In that same dream Toby Mc Guire Spider-Man 
shows up and now we're web swinging around Cedar Point

 to this song before I wake up 
and that's when I knew I had to cover it.



Journey Greatest Hits
September 2002
Fave Tracks – Don't Stop Believin', 
Separate Ways and Any Way You Want It 
The only one that not on here is the song 
they did for the original TRON soundtrack
and “Any Way You Want It” would later get 
referenced on “Through the Sands of Time”.

Resident Evil 
September 2002

The one thing I remember from 
this movie (and say it with Me now) 
MILLA JOVOVICH AS ALICE!!! 
But besides that, I do like the laser 
grid thing that slices that one guy 
to chunks in the one scene where 

They're all in “The Hive” and also, 
Alice ninja kicking zombie dogs 
in mid freaking air as they jump. 
This one's okay but after playing 

the RE 3 demo, I like “Apocalypse” 
better because it's more like the game.

The Tornado of 2002
November 10, 2002

This was like our own personal little 9/11.
Given that our small town was built on an 
ancient Native American burial ground We 

thought it would never, ever hit Us but, 
We were surely proven wrong that day.



Rabbit Ears TV
November 2002

After “The Tornado of 2002” hit 
our cable stopped working and 

We were definitely not watching 
wrestling anymore after that,

(not that We wanted to anyway by that point)
because We could only get 4 

channels – CBS, ABC, NBC and FOX.
It was that and the VCR (later DVD)

for a few years after that until My 
mom died and We moved out.

Austin Powers - Goldmember
November 2002

This one had Britney in it but, 
that's not only what I liked about it.

The cover of “Just the 2 of Us” 
with Dr Evil and Mini Me 
while They were in prison.

Micheal Cain as Austin's father 
and Dr. Evil pointing out His Daddy issues.
Not to mention Mini Me asking Beyonce 

if She has a little clone in Her 
and when She says “no”

She flips the paper over and reads 
“Would You Like To?” 

are what had Me rollin' with laughter.
We might not have had cable at the time but,

We made the most of it by getting video tapes 
and later DVDs from the library 

as well as Family Video.
(back when it was still around)



Tom Petty - The Last DJ
November 2002

Fave Tracks – Title Track, 
Joe and When a Kid Goes Bad

I remember My cousin Jay pointing 
out the irony that none of the songs 
from this album were ever played 

on mainstream radio stations

Jim Carrey -
The Grinch
December 2002
I would later imitate 
some of the scenes 
and lines in this 
movie but what's 
interesting is the 
fact that They 
gave the title 
Character an 
actual Back story.

Spider-Man (2002)
December 2002

This movie lives up to the hype 
and I would later imitate William De Foe's 
scene where He's talking to himself as both 

Norman Osborne and The Green Goblin.
I like the fact that Bruce Campbell named Him.



Star Wars - Episode II:
Attack of the Clones
December 2002
I would imitate lines from this one 
as well and despite what some people 
might have though at the time, 
I personally watched it to follow 
Obi Wan because I knew that 
You weren't supposed   to like 
Anikin Skywalker but that 
outburst scene where He 
rants about the Sand People 
is unintentional comedy gold 
on par with Tommy Wiseau.

Megadeth - The World Needs a Hero
December 2002

Fave Tracks – Disconnect, When & 
Recipe for Hate... Warhorse

This one was interesting because it was 
similar yet at the same time – different.

The song “When” begins like “Ktulu” before 
going off into this pseudo homage to 

“Am I Evil” and the solo / outro 
being something else entirely

Creed - Weathered
December 2002
Fave Tracks – One Last Breath,
Signs and My Sacrifice 
I would actually try to cover 
“My Sacrifice” on keyboard 
at church while the 
congregation all rolled their eyes 
(unbeknownst  to Me at the time)

I guess They didn't like Creed, either.
Anyway, the only one that smiled at any 

of that shit was My soon – to – be 
future girlfriend Faith Ellen.

(...more on HER later)



Alicia Silverstone – True Crime
(a.k.a. “Where's My Video?”)

December 2002
There was another incident that happened 
at Christmas 2002 involving a video tape 
that I had wanted for Christmas that year 

but obviously didn't get so I asked the 
eponymous question - “Where's My Video?!?” 

and that's when all hell broke loose.
I got beat up by My cousin Jay 

WHO FUCKING YELLED AT ME 
and then they brought up the cable bill 

and Me ordering pay-per-view porn.
I would eventually get the movie 

a year or so later but still 
I ruined Christmas that year.

2003

You Calla De Police?
February 2003

Age: 24
One night Me and My mom were watching TV when 
We hear a loud bang and see a flash of light outside. 

Naturally at first, I thought it was lightning until 
My mom notices the silhouette of a car and 3 shadowy 

figures getting out to which Mom says “Call the cops, Bill.” 
I do and about 15 minutes later I have the back porch light on 

and one of the guys (a Hispanic gentlemen) asks Me the 
Eponymous question -“You calla de police? Huh?”  

and then the cops show up shortly thereafter 
and My mom laughed Her butt off about it.



Death to Smoochy
February 2003

Most people tend to overlook 
this underrated gem starring 

the late Robin Williams about 
a fictional seedy underworld 

involving Kid's Show characters 
with such memorable lines as 

“Bastard son of Barney... 
Illegitimate Teletubby... 

and MUPPET FROM HELL!!!!” 

The Ring
March 2003

This movie freaked the fuck out of My late Mom
but it would serve as the inspiration 
for the music video to “Euphoria”

Metallica - St. Anger (video)
March 2003

When I heard the song, I wasn't really sure 
what to make of it at first. 

On one hand, Metallica were playing Metal again 
But on the other, it's in drop C with no solos 

and what is up with Lars' snare drum?



Dharma & Greg
April 2003

Lawyer dude married to cute hippie chick?
Interesting concept plus I had a crush 
on Jenna Elfman at the time but I had 

no idea I'd be banging some chick 
who kinda looked like Her a year later.

Heidi Stroble & Jenna Morasca
in Playboy

April 2003
When We first saw them on Survivor, Me and cousin Jay couldn't 
stop staring at these 2 hotties. I liked Heidi, He liked Jenna and 

just when We thought They would never do anything like it, 
next thing We know, THEY'RE IN PLAYBOY!!! …NAKED!!!

Bruce Campbell - If Chins Could Kill
April 2003

Age: 25
One thing I learned from this book 

was that Honey Lemon Tea 
may taste weird, but does 

wonders for the vocal cords 
also that Sam Raimi painted the car 

from Evil Dead in a web for Spider-Man.



My Arrest in '03
May 2003

Remember how I said I found 9/11 Birthday Girl's
 sister attractive and also how I got tired of being a virgin? Well... 

I was gonna put an end to that by paying Her a visit.
The door was unlocked and I found Her asleep on the couch.

(I knew I could've taken advantage of Her right there but, I didn't)
Her parents walk in, Find Me and call the cops.

About a month later, I'm doing community service 
at a soup kitchen because it was My first offense.

S1m0ne
July 2003
What I can remember of 
this movie is that Al Pacino 
basically makes a vocoloid 
that gets really popular and 
He never tells people that 
She's not even real. Oddly 
prophetic of holograms in 
in 2010'2 like Tupac and Dio.
It's also similar to how I'd do 
El Bimbo Sucky. 

Britney Spears - Crossroads
July 2003

I was curious about a movie that had 
starred Britney Spears as this is what 
started the trend of Disney actresses 

also doubling as pop stars in the 2000's.
It's actually a good movie, oddly enough. 
I dare say it's almost as good as Hailey 
Steinfeld in Transformers: Bumblebee.
Although that cover of “I Love Rock

 N' Roll” is still kinda whack.



Mandy Moore - 
A Walk to Remember
July 2003
“A Walk to Remember”? More like 
“A Wank to Remember”! Alright.
All joking aside, this was actually 
a fairly decent movie about 
a dude who dates a christian 
woman who's about to die 
and “doesn't need a reason 
to be angry at God.”

Mom in Hospital 2nd time
 (Lung Cancer)

July 2003
I wanted to visited Her so bad 

that learned the way to the Hospital 
ON FOOT which is not something 

I want to know but do, anyway.
A dream I had later that night 

would also serve as inspiration 
for the synth track to My cover 

of “All I Wanna Do”

Strange Land
July 2003

When I rented this at Family Video, they guy working
the counter said that His sister was some hard core
goth chick and that this scared the shit out of even

HER. 
(She sounds like a wanna be to Me)

Underrated Horror Classic about cyber stalking 
and extreme body modification that shares 

many similarities with “Nightmare on Elm Street”.
Wes Craven would be proud.



Unreleased Demo 3: 
Through the Sands of Time

August 2003
A dream I had in 1997 about this album displayed a 2003 copyright date 

so I went with that even though I could've recorded it in 2001
I decided to go all Crumar and left handed bass this time 

with NO guitar or Yahama PSR 40 on the album to be found.

Track Listing:
Side A 

1 Through the Sands of Time
2 365 Ozone Mornings

3 Your Generation is Extinct!!!
4 The Basic Principal

Side B
1 The 3 Wise Men
2 God Complex 

3 The Road Behind
4 Alpha Centauri

T3 Rise of the Machines
August 2003
My family fucking HATED this movie 
but I liked it and not just because it had 
a hot female terminator in it but because 
it kind of reminded Me a bit of a mix 
between the 1st and 2nd one. It's like T1 
but with Terminator 2's special effects and in 
My opinion has aged better than any 
of it's follow ups. “Salvation” was just 
flat out boring, “Genesys” made no sense 
and I had already checked out of the 
franchise before “Dark Fate” rolled around.



Weird Al - Running With Scissors
August 2003

Fave Tracks – The Saga Begins, Jerry Springer,
Germs & Your Horoscope for Today

We burned off some C.D.s during that time 
(mostly christian) and this was one of them.

Weird Al - Poodlehat
August 2003

Fave Tracks – Couch Potato, Trash Day, 
Wanna B Ur Lovr & A Complicated Song

Weird Al does it again only now, it's 
artists from the 2000's 



Robin Williams - One Hour Photo
September 2003

Yet another dark movie starring Robin Williams.
I remember one scene in particular where sneaks 
into the family's home while it's unlocked and My 

cousin Jennifer brings up My arrest from earlier that year.

Getting Kicked Out of R-Place 
(for puking in a urinal)

September 2003
Me and My cousin Jennifer made what We call 

“Johnny Bench Chicken” that night and later I would 
sneak out the house to a bar with the intent of “gettin' some” .

I was so drunk that I puked in a urinal and return to the 
table I was at like nothing had happened until I see the 
bar tender walk out of the bathroom and He says to Me 

“We're gonna have to ask you never to drink here again.”,
points Me to the back door and says

“Door's that way.” Not to mention the fact 
that I was also trying to get a BJ from whoever

Frank Provino was banging at the time.



Steven Curtis Chapman – Speechless & Declaration
September 2003

Fave Tracks: The Change, Whatever & I Do Believe
I could make the argument that this guy is basically a 

“Christian John Cougar Mellencamp”  but, the riffs He comes 
up with (if played on a distorted electric guitar) could EASILY 

be mistaken for that of Metallica. So naturally, I tried to do 
metal covers of this guy's songs which the church I was going to

at the time would roll their fucking eyes at. 
He also did what is now called “story songs”

Hulk (2003)
October 2003
I don't care what anyone 
says of the movie,  I still 
think it was a good Incredible 
Hulk movie years before Mark 
Ruffalo played Him in the MCU. 
Sure the CGI looks outdated and 
very PS2 nowadays  but for it's time, 
it wasn't too bad. My only complaint 
is that the fight scenes take place in the 
dark which was a tired trope of 2000's 
Marvel movies because they feared it 
would look goofy if it took place in daylight.



Daredevil
October 2003
This movie follows the same tired 
“fights that take place at night” trope
but, it introduced Me to 
Evanescence.
Not only that but Me and cousin 
would make fun of some of the 
scenes in this movie like the final 
boss fight. 
I would later learn that Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles started out as a 
parody of this and also that Matt 
Murdock should've been Bat Man 
instead of Bruce Wayne because He's
blind and His other 4 senses make up
for that (similar to an actual bat)

Tru Calling
October 2003

While some may call Eliza
Dushku the “poor man's

 Jessica Alba”, I watched this
show because the very first
 episode had Hudson Leick 

on it and I had wondered what 
happened to Her after She was
on “Xena: Warrior Princess”
although watching this (and

Buffy the Vampire Slayer) years
later on Put Locker, I would
understand why most guy's
found Eliza Dushku to be 

 drop dead crazy hot.

Firefly
October 2003
At first this show never made sense to me 
mainly because FOX would air the 
episodes out of order as 
intended By Joss Wheadon.
It wouldn't be until a couple years later 
when I'd watch this and “Serenity” on DVD 
that I'd be introduced to the bad ass Summer Glau 
who would've also been featured on “Mc Sweeney Rebel 

Dorm.”



X2: X-Men United
December 2003

What I can remember of this one 
is the fight between Wolverine and

female Wolverine ( the name escapes
Me)  where He fills Her up with 

liquid metal
(or some shit like  that) 

and also Jean Grey dies by trying to
do something with the X-Jet. 

Even though I found Their version of
Her kind of boring.

Underworld
December 2003

This was basically “Twilight before  
Twilight but better” not to mention 

it featured Kate Beckinsale in tight leather.
Given that it was the 2000's, it still fell 

into the tired old trope of 
“Fights-That-Take-place-at-night”



The Matrix Reloaded & Revolutions
December 2003

Before every movie had to have a shared universe,
every movie in the 2000's had to be a trilogy. 

(even if it didn't make sense to do so) 
and This was no exception however, 
I remember wanting to parody the 

“Multiple Agent Smiths” fight scene 
with one where Neo plays basket ball.

That shit looked rubbery even then.

Sega 6 - pak
December 2003

My family got this for X-Mas of that year.
I remember revisiting classics like “Sonic” and “Streets of Rage”,

Laughing at the broken English in “Super Hang-On”
“If it's money, Let Me Know!” plus “Revenge of Shinobi” 
kind of reminded Me of My relationship with Faith Ellen - 
boring in the beginning, fun in the middle and completely 

BONKERS (not to mention, difficult) by the end of it.



Chakan the Forever Man
December 2003

While this game was hard to figure our, I would later find out that it 
was based on a comic written by some guy in Toledo who 

begged Sega repeatedly to make a game of it.

2004

SBC Global 
February 2004

Age: 25
My family got this internet / phone bundle 
that came with Yahoo accounts (by default) 

but it promised faster internet speeds.
I would of course be in contact with Marni

where She would talk about the band She was
 in at the time and I would later update Her 

on My relationship with Faith Ellen.



Yahoo Launch Cast
February 2004

Before YouTube and Spotify, there was... 
Yahoo Launch Cast (which came with the SBC bundle)

that introduced Me to pop/rock acts 
such as UC3, The Darkness and 

Skye Sweetnam among many others.

Lindsay Lohan - Rumors
February 2004

One of the pop acts of the mid-2000's I would also discover
on Launch Cast was this hot “Rusty Bed Head” 

and Her bouncy fun bags before She got 
into the drugs and what not that destroyed 

Her career quickly thereafter.



Homestar Runner
February 2004

Back in the Pre – You Tube days, Me and My cousin Jay 
would also discover the character “Strong Bad” and this cartoon 

wasn't too  dissimilar to Mutant Melvin as it would 
constantly reference things from our youth that 

We could easily relate to. I would later try to show 
Faith Ellen “Homestar Runner” but, She seemed 

more interested in Buffy the Vampire Slayer. 
(to the point that She'd practically go lesbian for SMG)

Hilary Duff - Raise Your Voice
February 2004

My attraction to Hilary Duff 
would eventually lead to this film 

which would introduce Me to a goth girl
named Kat Dennings whom

I'd later find out in another film 
was super well endowed and would 

also serve as inspiration for the 
current version of Katey Jay in 

“Mutant Melvin 6” who was previously 
modeled after Sela Ward 

and Sigourney Weaver before that.



Wizard Of Death (re writes)
April 2004

I re wrote some of My old songs 
into what would later become 

the studio versions.
Track Listing:

1 Race Against the Time Machine
2 Wizard of Death (Classic Edition)

3 Dr Gorpley
4 Fatal Attraction

5 Card Stud

El Bimbo Sucky - Mr Fantabulous
April 2004

El Bimbo later became Her own thing after having a Yamaha Sound Bank mini keyboard
I still put a 1999 copyright date on it 
to fit in with what was canon after it 

was suggested by My cousin to put Her
into what later become the “Texico City Universe”



El Bimbo Sucky - Ælienz
April 2004

I had attributed the cover of “Rainbow in the Dark” 
to El Bimbo after hearing Britney's version of 
“I Love Rock N' Roll” as a bit of Meta Humor 

about pop stars doing crappy rock covers 
which is why it's terrible on purpose.

Kat Dennings - 40 Year Old Virgin
April 2004

A decent movie with a good story.
After this Me and My cousin would 

web search Her to see what else
 She had been in. 

She wasn't just some 
mysterious goth girl, 

She was also well endowed.
(not to mention FUNNY)



Kendra the hooker
April 2004

Age: 26
What do people say to a guy
trying to lose His virginity? 

“Why don't You just go rent a hooker?”
Well? That's exactly what I tried 
to do and as luck would have it,

I met Kendra and another woman 
right next door to Me (only a day or 2 after 

My birthday, no less) and a BJ was only 30 bucks 
but, I didn't have the money at the time.

Unbeknownst to Me, I would 
get that (and more) FOR FREE only a few 

months later from Faith Ellen.

Steve Wallace
April 2004

A couple nights later, 
(after stealing some money from My mom) 

I snuck out of the house in pursuit of Kendra 
but instead, I run into some drug dealers.

Who beat Me up (3 on 1) after turning down some weed.
The next day or so, this man tells Me what I did was wrong but 

He's one to talk (sarcasm) because not only was He 50 years old and 
dating Faith Ellen at time but, He also turned out to be a sex offender.



Faith Ellen vol. 1
(My 1st REAL Girlfriend)

June 2004
Head of Jenna Elfman on the body of a gymnast
and (like Me) also had a disability of some type.

This is the girl I lost My virginity to.
(so buckle up, folks because We're in for one hell of a ride)

The irony of that being that We'd met in a church 
just a couple years prior and She had just broken up 
with Steve Wallace (who was 25 years Her elder) 

My mom wouldn't find out until about 
a year or so later because of one golden rule 

-NO SEX IN MY MOM'S HOUSE!!!

Kill Bill vol.1
June 2004

I watched this one 
on the same night 

that I lost My virginity 
to Faith Ellen. I remember 

one scene where Uma Thurman's
bottom lip is quivering and for some
strange reason, I had a weird fetish
for that (thanks to “The Blair Witch

Project). So I asked Faith Ellen if She
could do that because it was kind of a

major turn – on for Me.



Kill Bill vol.2
June 2004

We saw this one a little while later 
and I always felt that 

David Carradine's character 
made a good point at the end 

with His line about super heroes 
plus I always thought there 

was gonna be a vol. 3 because
 We'd theorize whether or not 
the “Bill” character had faked 
His death at the hands of the 

five point exploding death touch
 (or whatever the hell it's called)

Faith
Ellen vol. II
(Meet the Connins)

July 2004
I went to Her house where I Met Her brother 
Tim and sister-in-law Pam (as well as Her busty 
cousin Stephanie) I went swimming with Faith 
Ellen in their back yard pool and They had an
awesome grill with stones and bricks n' shit.
My folks didn't have cable at the time so We 
would go to Her house every Thursday to watch 
WWF Smack Down. I even gave Her My Krokus 
T-Shirt that no longer fit Me since childhood. 

Steven Curtis Chapman - 
All About Love & All Things New

July 2004
Fave Tracks: We Belong Together, All About Love & 11-6-64



Nickleback - The Long Road
July 2004

Fave Tracks: Believe it or Not, 
Because of You & Should've Listened

Yeah, there was a time when people didn't   hate 
Nickleback and this was that time. 

To the point that even Marni's band at the time 
went by the name “Silver Spine”

Sheryl Crow - Very Best of
July 2004

Fave Hits: All I Wanna Do, My Favorite Mistake 
& There Goes the Neighborhood.



Sheryl Crow - Live from Central Park
July 2004

Fave  Live Tracks:  All I Wanna Do (of course),
The Difficult Kind & There Goes the Neighborhood
I remember seeing a similar VH1 show back in 1999
 where She played live once so, I had to get this one.

Creed - Greatest Hits
July 2004

Fave Tracks: Torn, Are You Ready? & What If
For some strange reason, Their album art 
reminds Me of the original TRON movie

but for a christian band, these guys actually 
aren't too bad. They're passable for hard rock.



Buffy the Vampire Slayer
July 2004

Faith Ellen had Me watching reruns of this 
in My room (with the volume down) 

back in the summer of '04.
Fave Babes: Sarah Michelle Gellar,

Amber Benson (because She was also in “The Crush”)
& super cutie – Michelle Trachtenburg (with those D.S.L's)

It wouldn't be until about a decade later 
on Put Locker that I'd actually understand 

what this show was all about.

Metallica - St Anger
(The Album)
July 2004
Least Fave Tracks: Dirty Window,
Purify & All Within My Hands
On the one hand – Metallica were 
playing METAL again. (YAY?)
On the other – This album sucks balls!
Not even Faith Ellen liked this album 
and that is SAYING something.
Not even adding My own solos 
and keyboard parts could
salvage this musical turd. (and I tried)

This shit made LOAD & RELOAD 
sound like “The Black Album” by comparison. 
Not to mention the fact that Rolling Stone had the audacity
to compare this shit to “Master of Puppets” & “...And Justice For All” 

when it first came out basically saying that this is what 
Metallica should've done after Cliff Burton died.



Faith Ellen vol. 3
(The Big Bad Break-Up)

November 2004
It was around this time that I was broken up 

with Faith Ellen and according to a 2006 
journal I wrote, She left Me for some guy 

named Kyle Hickle. I remember hearing a story 
from a friend of Hers that She was at bar with Kyle 
and got jack smacked by a black person for saying 
something extremely racist to which I responded 

“Glad I ain't with Her anymore” or some shit.

Spider-Man 2
November 2004
One of the things I liked 
about the original Sam Raimi 
Trilogy is that it not only had 
continuity, it also had 
consistency in that continuity.
Plus the VFX were good 
with more action than even the 90's cartoon 
and their version of Doc Ock 
was actually a compelling villain



Shrek 2
November 2004

2004 seemed to be a 
year for sequels and 

this was no exception.
This would also be the 
last Shrek film I'd take 
any interest in as I felt 
“Shrek the Third” and 

“Forever After” was where 
They'd ran out of ideas 
causing the franchise to 

go stale afterwards.

Hilary Duff - Self Titled
November 2004

Fave Tracks: Fly, Rock This World 
& The Getaway

I remember reading an article once where She 
cited Alicia Silverstone as one of Her influences 
and that had endeared Her to Me somewhat and 
then I hear Her music out of morbid curiosity at 

first thinking it would sound something like Britney 
but, I was pleasantly surprised to learn that 

it's more like a female Aerosmith.



Lindsay Lohan - Speak
November 2004

Fave Tracks: Title Track, Rumors & First
My attraction to the then 18 y/o “Rusty Bed Head” 

would naturally lead Me to this album.
Man, the Mid-2000's was full of 

Pop/Rock hybrids like this.

Velvet Revolver - Contraband
November 2004

Fave Tracks: The Singles, Illegal I Song 
& Do It For The Kids

The Mid-2000's was also an era 
for hybrid bands like Audioslave 

(Sound Garden meets Rage Against the Machine)
and These guys which were 

Guns N' Roses meets Stone Temple Pilots



The Bangles - Different Light
November 2004

Fave Tracks: The Singles (I guess)
I don't know how I got a hold of this one.
Maybe from a 1994 garage sale and I just 

hadn't listened to it until this point but 
My love of mid-2000's pop/rock hybrids 

would lead Me to make some comparisons.

Evanescence - Fallen
December 2004

Fave Tracks: The Singles,
 Tourniquet & Haunted

When I first heard it, I was wishing that this
was the album I had lost My virginity to.

It really changed My perspective on
Female fronted rock. That's for sure.



i-Robot
December 2004
I remember making a lot of 
comparisons to Terminator 
with this one and in some ways,
I would dare say it's even BETTER.
And I know that might sound like 
pure blasphemy to Terminator fans 
but in my opinion, this just makes 
more sense then the odd time-travel 
paradox that has plagued Terminator.
Plus it has Will Smith and the robots 
move more fluently which looks really 
scary not mention memorable lines like
“I'm allergic to bullshit” were funny.

PlayStation 1
December 2004

We wanted a PS2 but My mom suggested 
We play this first if We wanted to know 
the controls and as luck would have it, 

a family friend just so happened to have 
one that We'd trade Our Sega Genesis for.

Smack Down 2: Know Your Role
December 2004

Best wrestling game EVER!! I would play this game 
religiously. It had Character Customization, back stage areas

and an exhibition mode I would play even more than
the season mode which there was nothing else after season 5 
because You'd unlocked all the characters and other cool stuff.



Dino Crisis
December 2004

This game was unintentionally funny 
with a cute female protagonist named Regina 

and many puzzles You'd have to solve to unlock cool stuff
plus it came packed with a demo for 

“Resident Evil 3: Nemesis”

Resident Evil: Apocalypse
December 2004
After seeing the demo for 
“Resident Evil 3: Nemesis”,
There's characters and scenes 
that kind of resemble that game 
more than the first one ever did.
Plus already being a fan of Milla 
Jovovich at the time, I was already 
on board. Fun Fact: in the bonus 
features, it's revealed that Milla is 
actually scared of motorcycles even 
though She doesn't seem to have too 
much of a problem with them in 
Her movies. Now that's good acting.

Soul Reaver PS1
December 2004

I remember getting stuck on this one 
stage where You had to fight this pig dude and not

even the cheat codes and walk-throughs 
I found on the internet could help Me. 

This game was just that tough.



Spider-Man PS1
December 2004

One of the best Spider-Man games ever made 
right up there with Maximum Carnage and the 

self titled one for the PS4 that come out recently.
Fave Stage has to be Rhino where You get Him 

to knock Himself into the electric poles and Venom 
is once again His dark humorous self  (as He should be)

Plus they made Black Cat & Mary Jane extra well endowed.

2005

Star Wars: Dark Forces PS1
January 2005

Age: 26
This was basically “Doom meets Star Wars”

with these cool cartoon cut scenes 
in between some of the stages plus 

I could do some Jedi shit with the cheat codes.



The Italian Job PS1
January 2005

This was based an a movie whose 
remake I saw first and given that 
it was made by Rock Star Games,

this was basically 
“GTA minus Humans”

Mortal Kombat 4 PS1
January 2005

This felt more like a “return-to-form” 
after Mortal Kombat 3 plus the 
combos were easier to pull off .
It also doesn't hurt that They 

made Sonya more well endowed.



Bon Jovi - One Wild Night
 (Mix Dub)
February 2005

Fave Tracks: “Title Track”, It's My Life, 
Joey & Undivided

I found a way to make 1 passable 
Bon Jovi album out of 2 mediocre ones.

Heart - Self Titled 
(tape dub)
February 2005

Fave Tracks: If Looks Could Kill, 
What About Love & These Dreams

This was actually side A of a tape dub I had 
with side B being Hilary Duff's self titled album.

It was “chick rock” so it made sense to Me 
to put those two together like that.



Heart - Welcome to our 
Living Room (Mix Dub)

February 2005
Fave Live Tracks: Who Will You Run To, 

Barracuda & Crazy on You
I made a mix dub of this as well 

which makes for an interesting mix 
of the alternative 90's and the glammy 80's

Steven Curtis Chapman - 
Heaven In The Real World

February 2005
Fave Tracks: Dancing with the Dinosaur, 

King of the Jungle and Got 2 B Tru
This one seems to have gone in a more 

early 90's R&B type direction and it 
kinda shows because it's loaded with 

awkward early 90's cheesiness.



Kim's Music Hall no. 1
Rainbow - Long Live Rock 'n' Roll

August 2005
Age: 27

Fave Tracks: Lady of the Lake 
& Gates of Babylon

My cousin was dating this one woman at the time 
who left behind a rather extensive tape collection 

(among other things) after they broke up.
This was one of them.

Kim's Music Hall no. 2
Heart - Bad Animals
August 2005
Fave Tracks: Who Will You Run to,
Alone & I want You so Bad
Man the synthesizers on this album 
are so on point. To quote the famous 
You Tuber “DashieGames” - 
“WHO WAS IN THE STUDIO?!?”
Stan Bush? Much synth wave. So 80's

Kim's Music Hall no. 3
Krokus - The Blitz

August 2005
Fave Tracks: Midnight Maniac,

Our Love & Out of Control 
Remember that T-Shirt I gave 

Faith Ellen? (Ya know. The one that no
longer fit Me since childhood?”) 

This is the album that shirt is based 
on. It only took Me 20 years. 



Kim's Music Hall no. 4
Icon - Self Titled

August 2005
Fave Tracks: (Rock On) Through the Night, 

World War & Killer Machine
I've often wondered if the song “World War” wasn't an 

influence on the 1986 Transformers theme by the band Lion 
as it sounds very similar (even if slightly slower in tempo).

Kim's
Music Hall no. 5

Europe - Wings Of Tomorrow
August 2005

Fave Tracks: Storm Winds, 
Scream of Anger & The Title Track 
Say what You will about them being 
a hair metal band from Sweden but,

Europe fucking jams, dude.

Kim's Music Hall no. 6
Europe - The Final Countdown
August 2005
Fave Tracks: Title Track (Obviously),
Rock the Night & Cherokee
Much like with Krokus, I also have the 
t-shirt for this album as well and I think it
might still fit Me. I dunno because I hadn't 
really worn it in awhile but I did later learn 
the keyboard parts to “Rock the Night”.

Kim's Music Hall no. 7
Nine Inch Nails - The Downward Spiral

August 2005
Fave Tracks: Mr. Self Destruct, Reptile 

& March of the Pigs
This one took a few listens for it 
to grow on You but, I would later 
find MIDI to My favorite songs 

and cover them on “Nite Trax vol. II”



Kim's Music Hall no. 8
Nine Inch Nails – Broken
August 2005
Fave Tracks: Wish, Gave Up 
& Help Me, I'm in Hell
Through Jay's former girlfriend, 
I finally have My own copy of 
this one as well. “Gave Up” 
really spoke to Me at the time.

Kim's Music Hall no. 9
Nickelback - Curb

August 2005
Fave Tracks: Just For, Little Friend

& I Don't Have
At first, I thought this and “The State”

might have been early demos but 
nope, it turns out that these were their 
first 2 albums before “Silver Side Up”

Kim's Music Hall no. 10
Nickelback - The State
August 2005
Is it just Me or, is the album 
cover really trying to rip off
“Creed – My Own Prison?
I've noticed that some of their 
songs have a bit of an “Offspring”
type feel to them.
Fave Tracks: Leader of Men, 
Diggin' This & One Last Run

Kim's Music Hall no. 11
Nickelback - Silver Side Up

August 2005
Fave Tracks: Never Again, 

Just For & Woke Up This Morning.
This is the album that not only made 
them famous but also made fun of 

for some strange reason I'll never understand.



My 1st ever DVD player
September 2005

At first I would hook this up to a VCR and the brightness 
would fade in and out until I got a separate adapter for it.

I would later watch and tape off so much porn on it.

CD  DVD combo 
w/ surround sound
September 2005
Jay's ex girlfriend also left this 
awesomeness behind and it 
open so many new doors when 
it came to movies, at least.
I still wish I could've watched 
“Bay Formers 1” on it before 
My Mom passed away, though.

Firelands
September 2005

After Jay's “Big Bad Break Up”, it would seem 
that albums and DVD players weren't all Kim 
left behind because She had a dog with fleas 

and as a result of all that had went on previously,
My Mom had enough and sent Me to therapy.
Ironically, they would help Me get My job at 

Bob Evans a year or so later through a temp agency.



AVP – Alien Vs Predator
September 2005
This movie's okay at 
best in My opinion 
as I think I like the 
1994 game better.
Not much “Alien vs Predator” 
going on until about an hour 
or so in and the fight 
ain't even that great.

Madagascar
September 2005

This is what I mean by 
something new sharing 

similarities to something 
old without   being a full 
on remake as it is clearly

influenced by Loony Tunes 
Although I don't care too 

much for it's sequels though.

Nine Inch Nails - With Teeth
September 2005

Fave Tracks: The Hand that Feeds, 
Only & You Know What You Are

This would be the first album in a long time 
that I would get from the library.



Tape Dub (Side A)
Hilary Duff - Most Wanted
September 2005
Fave Tracks: Girl Can Rock,
Wake Up & Metamorphosis
I can openly admit to liking this chick's 
music as it does feature actual guitarists.
Thus cementing Her status as more 
than just cinematic eye-candy.

Tape Dub (Side B)
BLS - Mafia
September 2005

Fave Tracks: Fire it Up,
You Must Be Blind & Dr. Octavia
I've often wondered if the album 

art isn't some subtle nod to 
“Master of Puppets” →

Alone in the Dark PS1
October 2005
I actually had to use a walk through
to get through this game but I got 
to say that it's got one of the most 
underrated game babes in Aline Cedrac
don't worry because I did also play 
through it as Edward Carnby as well.
Whom I think should've been played by 
Keanu and Scarlet Johanson

Tomb
Raider 3

October 2005
I'll admit that I never played the other 2 that 
came out before this. I still can't believe We 

used to go nuts over polygons like Lara's 
but I still – to this day – think They made 

the right casting choice with Angelina 
for the original live-action films 



Harry Potter 1 - 5
October 2005
We got to see these on DVD 
and it would also introduce Me
to Emma Watson whom I would 
later find to be “Too-Cute-for-
3rd-wave-feminism” but,
That scene where Harry rides 
that big steel bird thing (HP4, I think?)
kind of reminds Me of  a Judas Priest 
album cover for some reason. 
Then again, the hobbits from “Lord of the Rings”
always kinda reminded Me of Def Leppard.

Jennifer Garner - Elektra
October 2005

This served as a pseudo 
sequel to “Dare Devil” as well 
as the second time Sai daggers 

were ever used in a movie since 
the original “Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles” not to mention 
Jennifer Garner looks sexy as 
hell in red leather and it feels 

like “Xena meets Mortal Kombat”.

Serenity
October 2005
The original marketing for this 
made it look almost like a horror 
movie with Summer Glau as the 
villain but, I was pleasantly surprised 
to learn that it was actually 
“Firefly: the Movie”. 
This would also serve as My 
introduction to the bad ass actress 
who seems like a more 
approachable goth girl.
Definitely what I needed after 
Faith Ellen.



Firefly
October 2005

This show makes more 
sense now that I've seen it

in chronological order 
thanks to the DVD set 
as well as knowing it

would also lead to movie
“Serenity” 

Not to mention it's 
very relatable if You 

grew up poor.

Saw (trilogy)
October 2005
I can now understand 
the argument that these 
movies seem geared towards 
edge lords of the 2000's but,
They were still pretty good 
and They didn't skimp on 
the gore or the suspense.
I still wish they would've 
stopped after the 3rd one 
as it seems Jig Saw's original 
story arc had ended by that point.

Star Wars - Episode III:
Revenge of the Sith

December 2005
Say what You will about the 

prequel trilogy but, it's 
still not as bad as the Disney films 

with “Diddly Ridley Rey” 
(or whatever Her name is)

and this one feels closer to the 
originals with it's member 

berries such as the Wookies 
Emperor Palpatine and 

Vadar putting the suit on 



Dukes of Hazzard movie
December 2005
For the longest time I thought I had 
a serious “Mandela Effect” when it 
came to the logo for this movie because 
I always thought that the opening font for the 
TV show was the the logo until I looked 
up old merchandise to realize that nope 
- the logo always used that font.
Anyways, I'm still of the opinion that 
the only good things about this film 
were Jessica Simpson and the General Lee.

Victoria's Secret Fashion Show 2005
December 2005

After this, I would make a yearly tradition 
to watch and tape off this show until 2012 
when Justin Bieber guest starred and I was 

not interested in that. I would later learn that 
Michael Bay owned the rights not to mention 

how to edit videos by downloading them 
off of YouTube and setting My favorite parts 
to music like Lil' Kim and Christina Aguilera

2006
This autobiography will now be 

based on journal entries from 
this time period to increase historical accuracy



Darcy's Wild Life
April 2006

Age: 28
Fave Babes: Sara Paxton and Melanie Leishman
Apparently, I had massive crush on the red head 

(shown above, far left) according to the 
eponymous 2006 journal “Konfedential”

Flight 29 Down
April 2006

I apparently also had a thing for the 
blonde from “Flight 29 Down” 

She does kinda look like 
Christine Young, though
so I can kinda see why.



Kiera Knightly - The Jacket
April 2006
There's not much information from 
the 2006 journal other than if Kiera 
played an 18 year old in the film, that 
a then 28 year old Me would find Her 
to be more attractive and that also it's 
“sick?”. My guess is that I was describing 
the overall plot of the movie?
(judging by the journal)

A dream I had 
about Scar Jo once

April 2006
I once had a dream that Scarlett
 Johansson dated a friend of My 

cousins who got mad at Me 
because I kissed Her in My 

mom's back yard and I believe I said something (in
the dream) about “We're fighting over some chick
who would never give EITHER of us 'the time of

day'!!!” 
I told My mom about it the next 

morning and She laughed her butt off.

Mandy Moore - Chasing Liberty
April 2006
Apparently, She plays a 
1st daughter in this one 
dating a secret service agent 
and it supposedly has brief nudity 
but not Mandy Moore Herself  
being briefly naked. 
Movie also features a cast 
of other attractive ladies as well 
as Mark Harmon 
playing the in – world 
P.O.T.U.S.



Emily Browning - Lemony Snicket
April 2006

This is the movie that introduced Me to Emily Browning 
and those D.S.L's although I do have to say 

Jim Carrey was good in this as well 

Alexa Vega - The Sleepover
April 2006
Okay, I'll admit that I have no idea what 
the plot is because I watched this one 
with the volume down but it does 
feature a rather brief scene with 
Summer Glau as a goth girl who 
gives the girls advice about 
something. Don't really remember 
I only watched it because 
it had Alexa Vega in it.

Paz Vega - Spanglish
April 2006

Don't remember too much 
of what the movie's about except 

Adam Sandler says something 
about Her being “Drop Dead Crazy 

Gorgeous”and they predictably 
hook up. (Ya know- Rom Com shit)
but can I say that she  does look like 
the perfect mash up of Salma Hayek 
and Phoebe Cates and I'm surprised 

She isn't in more movies?



 Jordan Myers
April 2006
There was this one coffee barista who 
was 18 at the time that I had a huge 
crush on. I would visit the coffee shop 
just to see Her. She turned Me down 
although, a few years later their coffee shop 
“The Clubhouse” had burned 
down but I don't see that as any type of 
karmic justice because I'm not like that. 

Revelations (TV Movie)
April 2006

This movie featured not only one of the hottest nuns 
I've ever seen but also, a very memorable villain with some 

rather meme – worthy lines such as “HOLY WAR!!!” 
and “I cannot die because I do not BLEED!” 
unintentionally hilarious right up there with 

Willam De Foe as Green Goblin in Spider-Man 1

Candice Michelle
May 2006
We weren't watching WWE 
at the time but after hearing 
about Candice Michelle, I really wanted to. 
Especially after seeing Her 
Playboy pics on the internet.
She's what I meant by “Sexy and Empowered”
(or Gugga) Not this “woke – Mary – Sue” 
shit like We have nowadays.



Family Video
May 2006

With all the porn that's available on the internet, 
NOTHING will replace the feeling You get when 
passing through “The Sacred Saloon doors” and 
renting those “special” DVDs whilst having to 
hide them in a bag with a cautious grin on Your 

face during the walk home. I taped off a few as well.

Broke back Mountain Hype
May 2006

While it may seem like a small foot note 
nowadays, The hype surrounding this 
movie caused so much controversy 

when it first came out. I'd never seen 
the movie itself but, I do remember 

saying that South Park totally called it 
when Cartman said something about 

“Gay Cowboys eating pudding” turns out
He was right except for the “pudding” part.

Envy
May 2006
Man what wasn't Jack Black 
in during the 2000's  This, 
“School of Rock” and Tenacious D?
also for some reason Ben Stiller 
reminds Me of Kevin Nealon in 
this one. I remember  Me and My 
cousin Jay saying “Vay – Poo – Rise” 
throughout most of 2006 afterwards.
Mentioning how We wished We had the fictional 
chemical whenever cleaning our cat's litter box.



Tenacious D and the 
Pick of Destiny

May 2006
Speaking of Jack Black, He also 
starred in this goofy as fuck film

that some would argue is the 
“Bill & Ted” or “Wayne's World” 

of the 2000's  and although it takes 
influence from those movies, I don't 

know if I myself would ever make such
 a comparison however it does seem 

rather self contained despite it's 
lack of an unnecessary sequel 
like most movies of it's kind.

Exorsist demo 
(2006 remake)
May 2006
This was probably bound 
to happen anyway but, the 
original 1994 demo tape for 
“Exorsist” got eaten so I had 
to remake it only this time, 
using the Crumar. A full on 
note – for -note remake. Needless to say, 
I was none too pleased when it happened.

Bash Contract 
re-writes
May 2006

Remaking “Exorsist” had naturally 
lead to rewriting songs that would
 later become the studio version of 

“Bash Contract” which I'm surprised 
I hadn't done sooner as it seems to 

take on influences of  Twisted Sister,
Iron Maiden and Nine Inch Nails 

alongside the pre-existing Metallica.



Underworld Evolution
May 2006
Michael Corvin's a Vamp / Lycan 
hybrid in this one and sexy leather 
K – Becks slices the big bad guy 
down the side Ninja Turtles style
after He hunts them down.
Seriously how did Evanescence 
not do the soundtrack to this shit. 
Katey B even looks like Amy Lee 
on the movie cover.
Still waiting for that crossover with 
Alice from “Resident Evil”, though.

Judas Priest – Angel Of Retribution
May 2006

Fave Tracks: Judas Rising, Eulogy & Hell Rider
Whenever I hear “Hell Rider”, I think of

Transformers
and with good reason – it literally mentions the

name 
Megatron in the lyrics. Along with “Gods of Steel”.

I'm forever baffled as to how they never put the 
song on any live-action Trans Formers soundtrack.

Not to mention that the vocal harmony inspired 
the verses for the studio version of 

“Violence in our Schools”

Disturbed - Ten Thousand Fists
May 2006
Fave Tracks: Title Track, Deify 
& Land of Confusion 
I didn't like these guys at first 
because I found them a little 
too nu – metal - y but the song 
“Liberate” turned that around for Me
which led me to this album.
Deify's pre chorus would later 
inspire the pre chorus for the studio 
version of “Violence in our Schools”



Charlotte Church
June 2006

Another “rusty bed head” turned 18 
like Lindsay Lohan before her except 

this one started out as a christian.

(Milla Jovovich) 
Ultra Violet
June 2006
My love of Milla Jovovich 
and 1st 2 “Resident Evil” 
movies would naturally 
lead Me to this Tron – like 
spectacle that You'd think 
was based on a comic but 
it's not based on anything 
pre-existing. I'd later have 
My own copy of the DVD 
about a year later for My birthday

You Tube & Juggernaut Bitch
June 2006

This was back when You could post anything 
and I mean anything on YouTube

including edited copyrighted works 
such as the over dubbed comedy known as

“I'M THE JUGGERNAUT, BITCH!”
which would later get referenced in X-Men 3



Michael Bay - The Island
June 2006
An interesting film based on yet 
another Phillip K. Dick novel 
about clones that don't know 
they're clones until the leave 
the eponymous “Island” with 
action scenes similar to what 
would later be seen in His 
live-action Transformers series.
Action is where Michael Bay 
shines but horror? Not so much.

Transformers 2007 Teaser
June 2006

So Me and My mom were watching “Entertainment Tonight” 
one afternoon when they made mention of a live-action 

Trans Formers movie in the works and My cousin in the next 
room over is like “Say, what?” so We look online about it 

which lead us to this mysterious teaser trailer. 7-4-7

Deal or No Deal
June 2006

This was basically an edgy 2000's version of the 
“10 Thousand Dollar Pyramid” 

Fave Banker Babe: No. 26 Kayla



Rock Star Supernova
June 2006

Fave Contestants: Jill Goya and Dilana
This was basically “American Idol” except for 20 somethings 

who grew up with the bands each member came from although, 
nothing much ever became of the super group afterwards.

Adam Sandler - Click
October 2006
Call it cinematic blasphemy all 
You want but, I consider this film 
to be  the “Back to the Future” of 
the 2000's with Sandler as Marty 
and Christopher Walkin as Doc.
There's even time travel involved 
with the remote having similar 
properties to that of the flying 
Delorean even with the twist that 
“Morty” is actually Death himself. 

Heroes
October 2006

This was made by the same people 
behind “The 4400” and later “Alphas” 

it was seen by many as an X-Men rip off.
With some even calling it “X-Men meets 
Unbreakable” and I can Kinda see why.

The show went downhill after the first season 
as I felt it was pretty self contained.
Fave Characters: Hiro Nakimora, 

Syler & The Cheerleader. 



Mutant Melvin 
re-imagining
October 2006
My folks had a laser scanner 
and a printer at the time so 
the idea was to draw the pictures first, 
scan what I drew and then fix them 
using an image editor as I had originally 
wanted it to be comic in jpeg format.
The story would also be inspired by 
My  experiences of that time.

The Rachel Ray show
October 2006

I was really into dark haired chicks at the time 
First Amy Lee of Evanescence and now, Rachael Ray.

Not only was She hot, she also knew how to cook.
I would learn at least a few recipes from Her.

Skillet - Comatose
October 2006

Fave Tracks: Title Track, Falling inside 
the Black & Whispers in the Dark

When I first heard about these guys 
back in 1999, They were an industrial 

christian rock band but after Evanescence 
got big and popular, they became more 
a symphonic rock outfit with influences 

of Papa Roach, Linkin Park
and the aforementioned Evanescence



SC Squared - Signs of Life
October 2006

Fave Tracks: Only Natural, Land of Opportunity
and Children of the Burning Heart

This album seems to take of a more 
Sheryl Crow type of influence 

and given that this was made in 1996, 
it makes Me wish I'd heard this instead 

of Metallica's LOAD.

MySpace
October 2006

I will always like this way more that Face Book because 
You could edit Your own pages using HTML and given 

the controversy of the time, I remember one of the 
first things I ever said on there being “I'm not one of those 
guys You'd see on 'To Catch a Predator!'”  I would even 

upload a demo of “Violence in our Schools” on there.
A demo that is now lost to time after everything was deleted.

Hannah Montana
October 2006

When we first saw a preview of it on ABC,  
Me and My mom thought “Hilary Duff 

has a new show?”until We learned it was some 
chick named Miley Cyrus and We looked at 

each other asking “Is that any relation to 
Billy Ray Cyrus?”and the answer to that

 question was... YES! I would later watch it on 
Put Locker in 2010 following the plot.



Our Playboy 
collection expands
October 2006
We had this really cool 
next door neighbor at 
the time who hooked us 
up with a bunch of Playboys 
from 1998, specifically.
Faves: Ginger Spice, Cindy Crawford 
& Katerina Witt

Evanescence - The Open Door
December 2006

Fave Tracks: The singles,  
The Only One & Lacrymosa

I got this for Christmas of that year but 
before I did, I pirated an early copy of it.

Some feel that this is their most overrated 
album and also the last time Evanescence

was ever really relevant but I think it's 
still a classic to this very day despite
 Amy Lee's current political leanings

X - Men 3 - The Last Stand
December 2006
Despite what many may think of this one 
(and while I agree it's a jumbled mess), 
I still like it for 2 reasons – not only 
does it reference “Juggernaut Bitch” 
but Kelsey Grammar nails it as 
Dr. Hank McCoy / the Beast.
He's just like His 90's cartoon 
counterpart which is exactly what 
I imagined when I saw it and while X-Men 3 
is not a perfect film by any stretch, 
it's still somewhat serviceable as a final entry.



Metallica – Reload 
(MY version)
December 2006

Around the same time that I pirated Evanescence – The Open Door, I also 
made My own version of Re LOAD and while it wasn't “The Black Album” 

or what We'd get a few years later with “Death Magnetic”,
It was still passable for what “The LOAD era” had to offer at the time.

Liz Vicious
December 2006
My cousin met Her on MySpace when 
He needed a model to endorse something 
He was working on at the time and introduced 
Me to her. Not only was She one of the first 
mainstream goth porn stars, She was also 
from OHIO and She seemed like someone 
You could know personally which is what I've 
always liked about Her ever since although She 
wouldn't get much notoriety until about a year later

Citreon Transformer
December 2006

Before Me and Jay checked out the 2nd trailer for 
“Bay Formers”, We went down a CGI Trans Formers
rabbit hole of videos on YouTube both fan made and

professional alike such as this 2002 ad 
as well as other ads featuring generic

 CGI Robots in Disguise.
There was enough robots to 
make their own little movie



Transformers (2007) 2nd Trailer
December 2006

At first, I wasn't so sure about Bay Formers as I had already 
seen what Hollywood tends to do with Movies-Based-on-old-TV-shows

(which kind of became it's own little sub genre of films) but this actually got 
My hopes up because before that I thought it was gonna be “Robot Jox with Go Bots”

My nostalgia was definitely peaked with the member berries.

Cool Edit Pro
December 2006

My cousin had a podcast so He needed to download this 
awesome recording software which He also teach Me how 
use so I could edit My music a little more professionally.

I did the demo for what would later become the 
studio version of “Violence in our Schools” with it.



Mom in Hospital 3
December 2006

Not only was My mom in the hospital again but,
My cousin was also over at a friends house so 

I had the house all to Myself for the night and after 
I had uploaded the 2006 demo of “Violence in 

our Schools” to MySpace, I called Her because I was 
so proud of Myself even in a rather scary situation.

Adam Sandler - Big Daddy
December 2006

That same night, I also made
an awesome little meal for Myself

(thanks to Rachael Ray)
and watched this on VHS. 

This movie is still -to this day how 
I'd always envisioned how  

My parenting style would go down 
with or without Faith Ellen.

It would also serve as 
a bit of inspiration 

for the studio version 
of “Smooth 4 – Life”.

2007
ORSC & Capabilities

March 2007
Age: 28

I was hooked up with a temp agency through My therapist at Fire Lands
and it seems like BVR was going by a new name since the last time I saw them

After nearly a decade, they FINALLY got Me that job at Bob Evans which was a direct hire.
Sure it was a dish washing job but, a job's a job and at that point, 

I humbled Myself so I took what I could get.



R.I.P. Mom 4-6-2007
April 2007

I remember it in great detail. We were watching Dr. Phil that morning 
when She seemed to have fallen asleep with a cigarette in her hand and then 

Her head hit the coffee table. I freaked the fuck out and called 911 just as 
fast as I could. They got there within 15 minutes and drove Her to the 
hospital. This time I rode in the front of a police car and I stayed with 
Her for a bit until the Doctor had Me wait outside and then He comes 

out and says those dreaded words -”Mr Ulsh, I'm so sorry for Your loss”
I called My cousin and told Him and He – the rest of our family.

We attended Her funeral a couple days later.

Moving to a new place
April 2007

A couple days after the funeral We moved out of My mom's house 
because it would've been too expensive for Me to keep up even with 
the money I would eventually make from Bob Evans and given that 
I don't drive, transportation would've been a nightmare so we shared 

a duplex with My cousin's friends who lived next door.

30 Minute Meals
April 2007

Age: 29
My lusting of Rachael Ray would naturally lead Me 

to Her previous cooking show on Food Network
because the new place I was at also had cable and

My interest in the culinary arts had been rekindled 
even if it didn't become part of My job at Bob Evans.



My 1st ACTUAL  job
- Bob Evans

May 2007
A lady named Vernice trained Me at first as bus boy and later Dish Washer.

I would also learn from Stephanie who worked there at the time that 
Faith Ellen was married and had a few kids since the last time I'd seen Her.

Stacy Soals
(NOT “the Chosen One”)

May 2007
Remember that dream I had back in 1993 

about the year 2008? 
Well part of that dream involved Me 

being married to some chick who
over the years, I nicknamed “The Chosen One”.

When I saw Mrs. Soals (now Flinders),
My 2008 “spider – sense” had tingled

only to be let down by the fact that She was 
already married. Needless to say, that's when 

I officially stopped believing in that “2008 – Chosen One”shit 
but I would still make “Wizard of Death” a few years later.

Nickelback - All the Right Reasons
July 2007

Fave Tracks: Side of a Bullet, 
Next Contestant & Someone That You're With
This album seems to be the reason that people 

dislike Nickelback and “Next Contestant” 
sounds like Chad Kroger threatening people 
if they fuck with His sweet Avril La Vigne.



NIN - Year Zero
July 2007

Fave Tracks: Survivalism, Capital G 
& The Great Destroyer

This album was apparently inspired by a dream 
Trent Reznor had about the Government taking 

over the world by using a giant robotic hand.
I wish this album came out in 1996 just so I 

would have one up on “Marilyn Manson Mania”.

Hilary Duff - Dignity
July 2007

Fave Tracks: Play with Fire, With Love,
 I Wish & Gypsy Woman

This is when Hilary Duff got a little more 
sexualized but not full – on slutty which 

is something I think Miley could've 
learned a serious lesson from.

Velvet Revolver - Libertad
July 2007

Fave Tracks: Get Out the Door, For a Brother 
& Can't Get it out of My Head

Unfortunately, this would be the last album 
Velvet Revolver had made before the death 
of Scott Weiland. I would later learn about 
the chaos that went on behind the scenes 

which is sad because these guys seemed to 
have a lot of potential as a super group. 



“The Incident” with 
Mindy and Monica
September 2007
It happened on a Sunday afternoon. 
Monica called Me an asshole 
and Her lesbian friend Mindy 
threatened Me to which 
I foolishly responded 
with “Bring it, bitch”. 
Things were about to get physical 
in the Bob Evans K.P. Area. I had 
been pissed off about it ever since.

The MySpace post 
regarding “The Incident” 

September 2007
So the next day or so I make a MySpace post about “The Incident” 

and emailed Stacy “NOT the Chosen One” but that turned out 
to be a major mistake because a couple days later the boss at the time 
calls Me and tells Me “Either this post disappears, or YOU disappear.

So I did but that doesn't change the fact that a MySpace post 
could nearly cost Me My job (that I held on to for over 14 years).

My last time on a computer
(for a while, at least)

September 2007
As if “The Incident” wasn't enough, I'd also tried to friend this one chick 

My cousin was dating at the time just to see what She was about. 
(cuz I didn't wanna see Him get hurt) But that didn't stop His friend's Mom 

from kicking Me off their computer for a few years until I got My very
first laptop ever in 2009 on which I'd later record “Bash Contract”.

More song re - writes
October 2007

I was messing around with the 
“Yamaha Sound Bank” mini keys and discovered the riffs

that would later become the studio version of “Demolition” 
plus a version of “Child of Rage” with the some of the
lyrics to what later became “Hot Chicken” and “Race”

went by the working title “Techno Clash”.



Transformers 2007
October 2007
While I knew they wouldn't look like 
their G1 counterparts, that didn't 
really matter because it still had that 
Spielbergian magic while also feeling 
like the “ultimate guy movie”. This 
movie was an instant classic as Bay 
makes it feel like the franchise grew 
up right along side You. It's just too 
bad that sequels couldn't do the same 
not to mention that I think the 
CGI still holds up to this day.

Spider - Man 3
October 2007

I personally think this movie was 
somewhat overshadowed by the 

popularity of the first Trans Formers 
film and despite its flaws 

(namely Venom) 
I still think it's a serviceable ending 

to an otherwise good trilogy.
I even laughed at the “Emo Peter Parker” 
scenes and I though the Sandman sub plot 
was executed pretty well for an otherwise 

much maligned movie.

TMNT (2007)
October 2007
Another film I think was also overshadowed by 
Trans Formers 1 was this all CGI Ninja Turtles 
film that I think is better that “Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles 3” and while it makes reference to it 
with a few Easter eggs thrown in, I still think it makes 
for a good follow-up to the first 2 original films. 
They even brought back the idea of Casey Jones and 
April O' Neil as a couple which I think should've 
been in “TMNT II: Secret of the Ooze”.



2008

Kendra Wilkinson
February 2008
Age: 29
I didn't watch very many “reality” shows 
during that initial craze but one that I did 
watch was Play Boy's “Girl's Next Door”
and My fave bunny at the time was Kendra 
who was funny, energetic (maybe ADHD?) 
and also kinda looks like Faith Ellen except 
a little bit taller and more well endowed.

Angry Video Game Nerd
February 2008

Before He was known as that, James Rolfe had originally went by the name 
“Angry Nintendo Nerd” on Screw Attack and that's where We found Him.

It was retroactive revenge against old video games that were not only 
super difficult but also of very low quality which made Him relatable 

to those of a certain generation such as Me and My cousin Jay.

Giada De Laurentes
February 2008

Another Food Network babe I would lust over 
besides Rachel Ray was this busty Italian 
who as it turns out is some relation to the 

director Dino De Laurentes. (She's His grand 
Daughter, to be exact) Never really learned any 
recipes because I watched with the volume off.



Nigella Lawson
February 2008
If You thought Giada was something, then 
check out busty British babe Nigella Lawson 
who (in the words of Stewie from “Family Guy”)
has a balcony You can do Shakespeare from.
There were a few others (who's names escape Me) 
that I would also watch with the volume down.
I may not have had access to a computer at the 
time but I didn't let that stop Me. Between this 
and Eiza Gonzales on “Lola Erasa Una Ves” 
I made due with what I had when it came to 
My “Personal Happy Time.”

More song re - writes
February 2008

I re worked a few more songs only this time, 
I would also include songs from “Judgment Years”

as well. Namely, The singles, Teacher 
Love Crime and T.L.F.D. During a

 conversation, My cousin's friend Shawn once
mentioned that He thought My music had very
“Nine Inch Nails meets Metallica” influence so 

I would later go with that in future bios.

My Final Game Console
- The Original Xbox

March 2008
My cousin's friend Shawn also happened 
to have one of these on hand which also 
served as the most recent console that 

I have ever played and everything else afterwards 
is just game play footage on YouTube.



Star Wars: 
Knights of the 
Old Republic 
(XBOX)
March 2008
Between “Wookie World” 
and the “Crazy Fish People”
I liked that You could be a Jedi 
or a Sith. I would do the Jedi 
quest first but I had more fun 
with the Sith adventure. 
Also (spoilers for an old game)
what's up with that George 
Clinton – esque Sith boss 
that You fight at the end?
That shit is just straight up weird.

Ultimate Spider - Man (Xbox)
March 2008

I hadn't watched the show until years later on Disney+ 
but one of My favorite stages has got to be Wolverine 
fighting Venom in old saloon type of bar. Although, 

the game itself seemed maybe a little too easy 
compared to say - “Maximum Carnage”



Doom 3
March 2008

Literally the only real reason We kept the console 
around for a while was that Doom 3 was an XBOX 

exclusive and it had the first 2 games as bonus content 
but, I still couldn't past this one sewer stage because the 
dude with the cannon – arms would blast Me every time.

Sneak King (Xbox)
March 2008

A fun Sims like game where You master the art 
of sneaking up on people and surprise them 
with burgers and other breakfast items but 

that intro is still creepy as fuck, though.



The Rick Roll
April 2008

My cousin introduced Me to this by clicking 
on a link I thought was a different video when 

He says “Now check this out...” and there it was 
- The Rick Astley music video in all it's glory.
I got the joke right away when He explained it.

Terminator - 
The Sarah Conner Chronicles

April 2008
My love of Summer Glau from Firefly 

would naturally lead Me to this show which 
in My opinion, feels more like a true follow-up 

to Terminator 2: Judgment Day and I too 
was what You would call a “Jameron Shipper” 

really hoping that Her and Thomas Dekker's version 
of John Connor would hook up but no could do as they
introduced the character “Riley” in the second season 

who's unresolved cliff hanger ending 
I didn't really care for.

Jaime Wilson
May 2008
Age: 30

Given that Stacy Flinders was not only married 
but also nearly a decade younger than Me, 

All hope for new romance seemed lost then along 
comes another employee named Jamie Wilson 
who was also the same age as Me at the time.

I though I really hit the jackpot with Her 
until I found out She was a lesbian.

It was after this that I was pretty much done 
with finding chicks the old fashioned way.



R.I.P. Crumar Organizer-B
(Mislabeled as Traveler - 1)

May 2008
The power on this metal machine had finally died out 
so I took it to our local music shop only to have the 

owner there officially call it “El Finito” to old age so, 
I would have to save up some money to get a new one.  

My Final Garage Band
- 2nd Floor Upper / Killing Caesar

October 2008
My cousin was not only in college around this time,
He was also in another band I wasn't allowed in until
 after a Battle of the Bands when the bassist Tom and

 drummer Jeff realized that I'd make a better front man because 
Jason wasn't as serious and couldn't carry a tune in a bucket

but unfortunately, that didn't last too long as everyone went their own 
separate way shortly thereafter leaving Me as a solo act from that point on.

Yamaha PSR - E413
October 2008

I had finally saved up enough money for this bad boy
as it roughly 600 bucks altogether and came with some software.

The different sound effects were new to Me at the time 
until I eventually found My sound with multi tracking 

that would later show up on My studio albums a few years later.



Audio Gram 6 mixer
October 2008

The Yamaha PSR-E413 also came with a mixer 
but it also came with Cubase AI4 software that 

I would need My own computer for and Shawn's 
Mom suggested I get a laptop (which I wouldn't get until

summer of 2009) as I carry it from 
bedroom to basement because that's where 
the keyboard was so no one could hear Me.

Metallica - Death Magnetic
October 2008

Fave Tracks: Cyanide, All Nightmare Long 
& That Was Just Your Life

After 12 Years, Metallica were back to 
not just playing metal but being metal.
Complete with some rather memorable 

song like the aforementioned faves, I kinda
wish it came out in 1996 instead of LOAD

Disturbed - Indestructible
October 2008

Fave Tracks: Haunted, Divide, 
Perfect Insanity & Inside The Fire

The lead parts for “Perfect Insanity” 
seem roughly inspired by Megadeth's 
“Hangar 18” which definitely pokes 
at My nostalgia. Who ever thought 
that a “Nu-Metal” band would go 

in that direction after 3 or 4 albums?

NIN - the Slip
October 2008

Fave Tracks: Discipline, 
Letting You and Echoplex 

This would be the last physical 
album I would listen to by 

Nine Inch Nails because it was all 
Spotify and other mp3 sites after that.



Guns N' Roses 
- Chinese Democracy

November 2008
Fave Tracks: Title Track, Riad N' the Bedouins

& There Was a Time. 
Remember that Guns N' Roses / NIN mash-up 
I said came to fruition? Well, this the resulting 
product of that featuring Bucket Head on guitar 

in place of Slash and it's not too bad.
Just wish it came out in 1997, though.

AC/DC - Black Ice
November 2008

Fave Tracks: Title Track, 
Decibel & War Machine

Despite this being the last physical 
release I would hear from AC/DC, 

there really isn't too much that stands 
out to Me about this album but not 

too bad for of their less memorable albums.

Offspring - Rise & Fall, 
Rage & Grace

November 2008
Fave Tracks: Stuff is Messed Up, Takes Me 

Nowhere & You're Gonna Go Far, Kid 
I was surprised that The Offspring were 

even still around at this point in time 
let alone still putting out music 

Offspring - Conspiracy of One
November 2008

Fave Tracks: Original Prankster, 
Million Miles Away & One Fine Day
 a bit of surprise to Me as I also didn't 
know that they had put out an album 
in the early 2000's as well being the 

last physical release I'd ever hear 
from The Offspring and it's almost 

like they never changed all that much



2009 - Present
In 2009, I would download a game called “Red Light Center” 

that I'd seen advertised on Porn Hub and after seeing My 
cousin Jay play “World of Warcraft” in 2007, this was what 

I was asking for when it came to the porn version of it.

I would also meet My 2nd and FINAL girlfriend on RLC 
but that relationship wound up being “Online Only” as 
transportation became the main issue that broke us up.

After many “false starts”, it wouldn't be until February 2011
that I would finally get My 1st studio album “Bash Contract” 

off of the ground complete with copyrights thanks to a website 
called Song Registration dot com as well as Reverb Nation 

...and well, You already know the rest.

©.2021 Bill Ulsh. All Rights Reserved!
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